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Mo as ur o:no ;i t .s of t} ,o lattice t tierrna 1 conductivity of
ifilium 'Ui t imonide (n = 10^  ^ to 10 aril to
-  3
c n ) single crystal s ample s iiave been perf'orrned in tie 
t O' I!) er a tnre ran g e oT 1.2 to lO^ iv, and for tiaî lover 
t e:nperat lires in magnetic fields up to 4 0 KG. A new 8-bit 
microprocessor controlled system vas constructed to make 
fully automatic measurements under optimised conditions. 
This enabled thermal conductivity measurements to be made 
to an accuracy of 2% absolute and 0.1/a relative. The zero 
field results are in good agreextent with tleory and with 
previous measurements.
file thermal conductivity of the p-InSb decreased 
•vitli increase of magnetic field. The acceptor ground 
state is four fold Ie ge ne ra t e and the thermal phonons 
could only be scattered by transition .vithin tie <iuartet 
of energy levels. It was found that Ge doped sample 
(1 = 2.0 X 10^^  cm ^) at 1.2 ]°K exhibited a broad 
minimum when the field reached about 40 KG wiiich was 
due to the first order Zeeman splitting of the acceptor 
ground state.
Quantum oscillations of thermal conductivity of 
hi g hi 1 y ''lopei n-type s.impies were observed in a magnetic 
fieId. The period of oscillation was the same as the 
Shu!)nikov-de liaas oscillation of electrical conductivity 
and it is she n that the oscillation occurs because the 
e Lee tron-{)honon interaction oscillates vitli magnetic 
field as the Fermi level crosses successive Landau levels.
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CliAPTER 1
1 n t r n ' I u c t i o n
The piirjiose of this investigation is to extend the 
measnreinent of the thermal coniactivity of i nJinrn 
antirnonide single crystal (n, p-type) in magnetic fields 
VI]) to the extreme quantum limit, and to determine the 
scattering mechanisms which are affected by tlie magnetic 
field.
Previous measurements of the thermal conductivity 
of Indb and other III-V compounds, with varying amounts 
of i!n])urities , in zero magnetic field were reported by 
Gebal le \ Challis et ho 11 and ^ , Kosarev et al^'^ and
by Grenier^. Similar measurements by Carruthers et al^ 
on {niro and doped specimen of Germanium offer also 
interesting points of comparison. The first basic 
observation is that the lattice thermal conductivity below 
the conductivity maximum is sensitive to the excess 
c irrier concentration. Tl.e effect of the carriers is to 
act as scattering centres for phonons. Their own contri­
bution to the heat current being negligible for the doping 
levels anrl temperature range considered here. The second 
observation is that for InSb the introduction of excess 
carriers has a much greater effect in p-type speciments 
than in n-type specimens. This was investigated by Challis 
et al  ^ who found that the thermal conductivity of five 
n-type specimens (tellurium-doped) covering the range 
3.8 X 10 ^ ^ - 4.0 X iO^^ carriers/cm^ varies by a factor 
of about 2.5 while tl.at of 6-p-type specimens (germanium-
14 _ 17doj>e-!} covering the range 6.7 x 10 - 4.5 x 10 carriers/
-2-
3
cm changes by a factor of more than 10, In tliis regard 
it is interesting to note that Kosarev ^ has offered a new 
model for tlie scattering of phonons by charged carriers 
ill tl;e field of a charged j.mjiurity, and sho . n that in 
semiconductors ;i th a small effective mass, for example 
r*-InSb, this mechanism of scattering would not be very 
effective* The zinc blend lattice for the III-V compounds 
consists of two fee sub-lattices, formed u'ith atoms of 
group V and group III elements, respectively. The basic 
difference between this lattice and the diamond lattice 
of the group IV semiconductors is the absence in this case 
of tl;e inversion symmetry. Another fundamental difference 
be t'veen the III-V compounds and the elemental semiconductors 
is tl.e crystal binding. X-ray diffraction experiments 
have shown th.at, for InSb, there is a charge transfer of 
-O.'rpe, indicating that negative charge is being passed 
from the Sb atom to the In atom; tlerefore tie binding 
is partially jiolar and polar scattering vill play an 
ajipreciabie role in transport properties, limiting the 
carrier mobility because the relative motion of the 2 
different atoms causes a polarization of the crystal, and 
a strong interaction with the carriers may result. The 
III-V compounds have band structures of the same type as 
the group IV semiconductors though there are some 
differences which arise from the lack of inversion symmetry 
in the compounds.
The conduction band structure varies considerably 
from compound to compound. Experiments show tlat the 
minimum of the conduction ban-l in InSb lies at the centre
“ 3”
max.
0.9 eV
ro
0
[111] [111]
Figure 1.Bund structure of InSb(From reference 10)
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oC tl.e zone and that the baii''l is sptierically symmetrical. 
Tliere is a high curvature at the minimum, giving a very 
small eflecLive mass for electrons at tlie bottom of tlie 
band, but the band is non-parabolic, the curvature 
rlecroasincç rapidly vi th increasing energy^ ^ , see Fig. (i).
Concerning the valence band, ahich is also important
for tl^ e present 'vork, detailed quantitative information
is unfortunately not as precise as for the conduction band
The experimental results appear to be consistent ivith a
valence band structure like that of Ge or di in its
general features. The theoretical work on Inob suggests,
as sho n in Fig. (i), the existence of 3 bands, a heavy-
hole band, V’^  , a 1 i g h - h o 1 e banrl , , degenerate with
at Iv = 0 and a band split off by spin-orbit coupling.
There is still some doubt about the value of the effective
masses of heavy hole in Indb. It aj^pears , on the present
evidence, that the most probable value of the effective
mass of heavy ho les at 1 o temperatures is more than
O.'l  ^^ " Our use of this value at helium temperature
is questionable. The maxima of the heavy-hole band lie
slighitly away from the centre of the zone, probably on
12tl.e III axes. Kane has calculated that these maxima 
lie at about 0.3/“ of the distance to the zone boundary 
an 1 at about 10  ^ eV ibove the energy at k = 0. The hole 
effective masses are not isotropic and this "warping" may 
liave no ticeable effects on some transport properties like 
longitudinal magneto-res istence. The energy gap between 
the conduction and valence bands is F = 0.23 eV at 
T = OK.
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Isolatefl acceptors in InSb have levels tl.at lie above
tl.e top of tie valence hand. From the variation of Hall
c oe r I i c i t  i t h t ^ nnpera t ur e , i^utley deduced an activation
energy of ihout Ü.O08 eV in specimens containing Zn or Cd
impurities. At acceptor concentration greater th.aii about 
15 -3
10 cm there is .appreciable interaction between the
impurities and p-type InSb containing more than this number
of impurities shovS behaviour typical of impurity band
con lue t ion. Fig (2) sliows that as the temperature is
reduced, the contribution to the conductivity from the
carriers in the impurity band increases relative to that
f r o m  tie carriers in the valence band; the liall coefficient
passes through a maximum, and below this point the resistivity
ceases to rise rapidly as the temperature is lowered.
because of the smaller effective mass of holes in InSb,
impurity band conduction occurs at lower impurity
concentrations than in G e , though the ground state of
slial low acceptors in InSb are four fold degenerate as in
Ge or Si. At acceptor concentrations greater than about 
_ a
10 ' cm it merges with, the valence band. This is shown 
in Fig. (3).
The measurements of magnetothermal conductivity of 
13p-type Ge and Si revealed the linear Zeeman effect of
the acceptor ground stae for Si and recent investigation
id 15
of thermal conductivity and ultrasonic attenuation
under high magnet ic field suggested a second order
Zeeman splitting of the quartet in Ge. The effect observed
from magne to thermal conductivity of p-InSb was very similar
to that of Si but the minimum of the reduced thermal
conductivity (iVjj/K^ ) occurred at a higher field. This
-7-
coiild be due to a srvuilier g factor for acceptor states 
iri I nob than in oi,
in n-tv[je Inob the effective mass in* is small and 
the dielectric constant large, so that for a hydrogen-like 
ino I(il of a donor centre the activation energy
E = ——  K ^ 1ÎV = 0.7 ineV D m
’. here liy = 13 • eV, = 0.0138 and K = 16. At the same
time the l3ohr radius is very large and as a result the 
donor centres for a band of levels which overlap thie bottom 
of the conduction barui. This is the case for doping level 
do .n to less that 10^^ cm ^. Consequently even at the 
lo'.est temperature free carriers are present . Vhen a
17magnetic field is applied Yafet, Keyes and Adams have 
sho .n tl.at tl.e hydrogen-1 ike donor centres have activation 
energy v.hich increases ..i t h the field causes the overlap 
of the band to be lifted and this is magnetic freeze-out 
of the electrons.
1 5 - 3i\‘j^ greater than 5 x 10 cm indium antirnonide is
degenerate up to the h.ighest fields present and the effect
change
of the magnetic field is to the distribution of energy
levels in the conduction band. Sub-bands of Landau
as
levels are pro'luced and the magnetic field is increased 
successive L.andau levels pass through the Fermi level 
according to the expression
= ( n + J ) h 0) ^
where n = 0 , 1, 2 ,... and (O ^  is the cyclotron frequency.
This causes osci1lationsin those properties which depend 
on the free electrons such, as de Haas-van Alp hen, Shubnikov- 
de Haas effects. Oscillation \\rou 1 d occur in the electron
-8-
contribut ion to the thermal conductivity but, as already
tnent i onerl , tliis contribution is negligible compared to
18 — 3the lattice conductivity for doping levels up to 10 cm 
Oscillation can occur, however in t he free electron scattering 
of the phonons which may cause a small oscillation in the 
total sensitivity if the electron-phonon contribution to 
the thermal sensitivity becomes observable.
The present work was principally aimed at resolving 
the following questions :
1. Is tl.e theory of Suzuki and Mikosiba^^ for zero field 
scattering by th.e acceptor quartet valid for p-InSb and
.V h.e tier th.e acceptor ground state splits under magnetic 
field or not?
2. lio'v strong the electron-phonon interaction in n-InSb 
is, and whetl.er the oscillatory effect of electrical 
conductivity in a magnetic field can be observed for 
th.ermal conduc tivity despite the weak coupling of electrons 
with phonons?
And also to achieve th.e accuracy necessary to solve 
these problems a. fully automatic system has been 
developed. This led to an improved understanding of the 
zero magnetic field conductivity.
- 9”
CliAPTER 2 
A Ueview of Thermal Conductivity
2, l Int rod uct i on
i'Iie thermal conductivity Iv in an isotoj)ic solid is 
given by the relation:
= -K grad T
where Q represents tlie rate of flow of heat across unit 
cross-section {perpendicular to Q, T is the temperature.
Wlien tliere are no free electrons, heat is transmitted 
by phonons, which are the quanta of energy in each mode 
of vibration, and the mean free path is a measure of the 
rate at which energy is exchanged between different phonon 
modes. dy analogy with kinetic theory the thermal conduct- 
i Vi t y of solirls can be analysed using the expression:
K = jcv ^
where C is the 1 .eat capacity contributed by the lattice,
V is th.e velocity of sound and £  is the phonon mean free 
path. U'hen an excess of phonons is generated at the hot 
end they diffuse to tlie cold end . However,
if tlie harmonic approximation was exactly valid, and the 
crystal was perfect, there would be no resistance to the 
heat flow and thermal conductivity would be infinite.
It is necessary to introduce anharmonic forces, or 
imperfections or both to obtain a finite thermal conduct­
ivity. Thus the study of lattice thermal conductivity
anharmonic
is of considerable importance for the study of effects.
The phonon mean free path € is determined principally 
by two process; geometrical scattering and scattering by 
other phonons. In the low temperature range the interaction
-10-
of phonons by phonons is negligible, but the geometrical 
effects ari'i imperfections are important in limiting the 
tn(3an free path. Now if we generalize the mean free path 
to £  - v( q ,X )f ( q ) where V is tlie velocity of phonons 
an<i 't(q,X) is tlie relaxation time for tlie phonon (q,X) 
in which q is the wave vector and \ is the polarization 
of the phonons. If there are several types of excitation,
K is the sum of a contribution from each. If the mean 
free path is limited by several scattering processes the 
effective mean free path is given by 2  ^ If
the specific heat per normal phonon mode is given by 
and we add up the contribution due to each mode we obtain 
the total specific heat as follows:
^ f - (  S h  '^‘1
Now, by substituting for phonon mean free path and the
total specific heat in the equation K = i the
following general form for thermal conductivity is obtained:
2
K = V(q,X ) c (W,X) [v(q,X)t(q,X)1 .
271“ X L  Ph L J
In th.e above equation the frequency and wave vector have
been related in the Debye approximation for low wave
vector by co = qv, and have assumed an isotopic phonon
spectrum. At the lowest temperature range when there is
just boundary scattering (^=const) K changes as T^(Cc:T^).
Now consider the effect of doping on the thermal 
conductivity. The thermal conductivity of doped III-V 
compounds is altered as the impurity content is changed.
As the impurity content is increased, the maximum thermal 
conductivity is depressed, so that in the lower temperature 
range the drop of thermal conductivity is considerable.
-11-
uhen the phonon mean free path in the impure specimens 
is imich less than the size of the specimen, there is 
consi Ierahle variation both in magnitude and functional 
behaviour of the K vs T.
In the interpretation and analysis of the lattice 
thermal conductivity we follow Callaway's^^ phenomeno­
logical theory in which it was assumed that all phonon 
scattering processes can be represented by relaxation times 
which are functions of frequency and temperature. It was 
also assumed that there is isotropy in the phonon spectrum 
and the dispersion in the vibrational spectrum is neglected 
Tlie expression given for tliermal conductivity is:
in which the specific heat per normal phonon mode is 
considered:
where x = . q is the magnitude of the phonon
wave vector, and Ti are the doltzrnan and Planck constants
respectively and v is sound velocity. In expression (2.1)
is a combined relaxation time considering the boundary
scattering, normal three phonon process, impurity and
charge-carrier phonon scattering and 0 is the Debye
20
temperature (0 for InSb is 208K“ ). At low temperature 
the upper limit of integration 0/T is large and can be 
taken as infinity.
The phonon relaxation time t can be obtained from 
the principle of additivity of the resistive scattering
-12-
relaxation frequencies if  ^ if  ^ and the scattering
J J
mechanisms which are common for dielectric crystals are 
as f o 1lo wing : phonon-phonon, isotops and impurities, 
charge-carriers and boundary scattering. These will be 
explained briefly here and more detailed treatment of tliose 
most relevant to the system under study will be given 
eIsewhere.
2.2 Phonon-Phonon Scattering
Phonons interact with one another because of the
anharmonic nature of the lattice forces and due to this
interaction the energy is exchanged between different
modes. The simplest type of phonon scattering is the
three phonon process which in term is distinguished into
tViree types of Normal and Umklapp process. In Normal
process two phonons collide to produce a single phonon
in which both energy and momentum is conserved and the
2 1direction of the energy does not alter. Pei erIs pointed 
out that the important three-phonon processes for thermal 
conductivity are not of the form of N-process, but are 
of the form of U-process in which the momentum is destroyed 
and the direction of energy flow changes. Thus U-processes 
provide thermal resistance to phonon flow and can thermalize 
a phonon distribution. At low temperatures, only the 
regions of momentum space close to the centre of the 
Drillouin zone remain heavily populated with phonons; yet 
a U-process c.\nnot occur unless the total wave vector of 
the two phonons extend beyond the zone boundary. According 
to Peierls the probability of U-process would fall off as
-13-
exp (-0^^/2T) at low temperatures where 0^ is the Debye 
temperature. This is quite different from the low 
temperature probability of N-processes , i^ hicli should fall 
off as T ”^ well below 0^. The phonon-phonon interaction 
term for tliermal conductivity employed by Callaway^^ is
1 o
-tp = ÜCü“T^
where B is a constant which can be calculated.
Kosarev^ argued that the above expression is valid 
only in the extreme case of Tiw «  kT for the longwave 
phonons.
Below the conductivity maximum (T = 10°K) where 
the subthermal and thermal phonons are scattered by 
boundaries, only superthermal phonons kT participate
in phonon-phonon processes and different relaxation times
35should be considered. Slonimski considered a scattering 
frequency for longitudinal phonons as
t Ÿ  =
And the expression for transverse phonons in which
^t 1 ^t2 ^  ^
are the most efficient processes has been found by Orbach
. , 36et al as
-1 -1Wlien expressions «t ^  and are used, the temperature range
\here normal phonon-phonon processes remain efficient is 
widened and the temperature where boundary scattering is 
effective shifts to ward lower temperature.
“14-
2.3 F ho non - Bo u tid a r v S c g 11 e r i n g
The scattering relaxation frequency due to crystal 
boundaries and surface dislocation -t^  ^ is described by 
a constant which is the ratio of the velocity of sound 
to Casimir's len.gth a  and is given by:
where A = J —  1^1^ 1^, I2 are dimensions of the cross-section 
of tlie crystal and it is assumed that the sample's walls 
are perfectly rough, so that the scattering is perfectly 
diffused and phonons are not specularly reflected. The 
sample is also considered to be long enough, so that there 
is no scattering from end-faces, and v^ is the average 
plionon velocity taking into account one longitudinal and 
two transverse modes according to:
3 1 1 1+   +
^5 '"Ft % t
where Vg = 3*835 x 10^ cm/sec, = 2.335 x 10^ cm/sec
tz
and v^^ = 1,68 x 10 cm/sec as measured by heat pulse
^  22 experiments
Casimir assumed that walls of the sample acted as 
diffuse scatterers of phonons, i.e. a phonon striking 
the surface of the crystal would be reradiated with random 
direction. however, in general, one expects that a 
certain fraction of the phonons will be specularly reflected
23It has been shown that this effect increases the 
conductivity by a factor ^ j, where P varies with the
surface condition and may also depend upon temperature.
The variation with temperature occurs because with 
decreasing temperature the average phonon wavelength
-15-
increasfis and consequently a surface of given roughness 
appears smoother. Thus the phonon mean free path is 
increased. herman et al. shows that A should be changed 
by A - f)/f ’vhere f , the roughness parameter, is the 
fraction of the phonons which are diffusely scattered.
In the low temperature region, where boundary scattering
dominates (^ constant), the specific heat C changes as
3 3T' so th.at thermal conductivity also varies as T .
2 . Impurity Scattering
In between the two extremes of high and low temperatures 
’.diere phonon-phonon an 1 boundary scattering dominate 
respectively the conductivity achieves a maximum and 
scattering by defects in tlie crystal like dislocations 
and isotopic impurities become important. The extent of 
this t^q3e of scattering determines the height of the 
maximum in the conductivity. The impurity scattering 
frequency 4  ^ is somewhat complex and can be considered 
as the sum of terms
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1t. = + t. + .1 iso irn ir. k is ^
The first three terms are Rayleigh-type scattering, i.e.
proportional to tlie fourth power of phonon frequency, which
is
-1
where A is the constant of proportionality. More
- 1 - 1specifically, t . and t . are the mass-difference scattering 
 ^ I S O  im
due to isotope and impurities substitution and combined
-  1
for mass -di f fere nc e scattering is given by
-l6-
wliei'e
/7(A) = ^f. (iî!i)^
' ' -A
For the compound A B C  .... v is the molecular volume,X y z ’
and
xM + yM + zM + 
M  = A .3 C
(x + y + z + 77)
Here the molecule is InSb and the summation is carried 
over all the kinds of molecules AB formed by the different 
isotope and impurity atoms.
The other hayleigh-type scattering terra is a
strain scattering caused by force-constant difference and 
volume difference^^ associated with the impurities.
-  T ^ i
where Nk is the number of i-type impurities and AF/F and 
AV/V are, the added stress and added dilatation introduced 
by the impurity. The addition of A ^ , for which there is 
not sufficient information to calculate, may account for 
part of the discrepancy between the experimentally deter­
mined value A and calculated value for A,,.M
A resonance scattering term was formulated by
27
Pohl and is
where 00^  is the resonance frequency and -O- describes damping 
of the resonance may modify the simple Rayleigh-type 
behaviour, but its effect is expected in a temperature
-17-
range higher tlian the range measured here , and therefore
••-'i Li not be considered.
2 8
Reyes proposed a resonance-like bound electron- 
phonon process:
a w'' [ [i + â-cü^/'Av^J
where a* is the effective radius of the localized state
and A is the chemical shift related to the splitting of
electronic states.
In summary, the impurity scattering frequency
can be approximated by a Rayleigh term ^ T h e
deviation from this simple behaviour due to and dr, ^i r k
will be neglected.
2.5 Charge Carrier-Phonon Scattering
The electron-phonon interaction concerns transport
properties whicl) involve the flow of electricity and of
heat. Concerning the effect of the charge carriers-phonon
3
interaction in thermal conductivity Challis et al
showed that the thermal conductivity of indium antimonide
of p-type samples is much less than that of n-type with
the same concentration of the charge carriers. The analysis
of thermal conductivity revealed that the effect of doping
impurities could not be explained just by the ordinary
29Rayleigh-type scattering of phonons by point defects 
In consequence a number of theoretical papers have been 
presented to deal with phonon scattering with charge
30
carriers. Ziman derived the relaxation time for 
scattering of phonons by the free charge carriers in a 
more heavily doped serniconduc tors where wave functions
-18-
of carriers are markedly overlapped and also they are 
contained in a parabolic isotopic band. The scattering 
fre luency is of the form
m*^c^r^^ ^kT l + exp^(kT) ^
2'irpvti^  1 + exp^^kT)  ^j^-jtiqv-(ii^/8m) ('ik^-q^ ^ J
where m* is the effective mass, c deformation potential, 
p crystal density, and  ^ is the cosine of the angle 
between q and the polarization vector e^ of longitudinal 
or transverse phonons averaged over the solid angle:
2 1 (* /-» —> \
ll.t = j (qi.t-Gq,
2 d_£^
2
In logarithmic part is considered as a cut off
function which takes account of the fact that not every 
phonon can be scattered. In Ziman’s theory the effectiveness 
of phonon-electron interaction is limited by the laws of 
conservation of energy and momentum. When the electron
■ X
is scattered from a state characterized by a vector k to 
a state characterized by k ’, with k ' = q + k, the limit
q ^ 2 k p  is set on ^  owing to the upper limit k^ taken by 
both k ' and k. When the above theory is applied to 
p-InSb with proper adjustment of parameters a relatively 
good fit is obtained. However at the low temperature 
end the result is not satisfactory and according to 
Kosarev the limit of q < 2 k p  is responsible for the 
inadequacy of the theory. If the field of the ionized 
impurity, in which the interaction of the phonons with 
carriers take place is taken into account, this violates 
the condition for the closure of the carrier-phonon system 
which leads to a lifting of the limitation q <2kp. A
— 19“
similar situation is known in optics : Absorption of light
by free carriers in semiconductors within the limit of
one band is possible only in the presence of interaction
31 3 2of carriers with plionons or impurities . Pyle considered 
processes of second order of perturbation theory, namely 
virtual absorption and emission of phonons:
k + q — > k' — >■ k" + q ’ ,
And as far as the energy is not conserved in the intermediate
state which in consequence lifts the limitation
q<2kp. However, Pyle's theory is not consistant with
experiment at lower temperature, though it was an
imjirovement over that of Ziman in terms of physical
3 3realism. Suzuki et al considered the phonon scattering 
by holes within the four foId degenerate acceptor states 
which is in rather good agreement with experiment, 
fleetron-phonon interaction will be described in more detail 
elsewhere.
-20-
CMAPTfR 3 
Experimental Details
3 . I Samples
Pectangular parallel piped samples of Tellerium doped 
single crystal of InSb were used. Samples B, C have 
dimensions 1 x 2 x 25mm and samples D, f are 2 x 2 x 25 and 
1 x 2 X lymm with tlie (ill) axis perpendicular to within 
five degrees of the large face whic}i ’/ere cut and supplied 
by Royal Radar Establishment. Two slices of p-type InSb,
Ge doped were obtained from M.C.P. The X-ray photographs, 
for these slices. Fig. ( 4 ) shows the (m.) axis is 
perpendicular to the large face. The bar shaped samples were 
cut using spark erosion with a gap voltage kept at the 
minimum of 50 volts to minimize the depth of the damage to 
the crystal surface. Samples were polished after cutting 
using 5 micron alumina powder to remove the damaged area.
They were cut in such a direction that the (llO) axis is 
parallel to the long axis or along the heat current and 
applied magnetic field. Two p-type samples F and G have 
dimensions 2 x 2 x 25mm and all samples were etched by cp4 
etchant for 3 seconds as final treatment and washed in pure
water for 24 hours. Carrier concentrations of the samples
1^1 —3 17 —3varied between 10 cm to 10 cm and are given in the
following table.
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Figure 4.X-ray photograph in the direction 
|l11^ perpendicular to the large face of 
sample F .
- p. 9. -
- 1
77K
E.P.D.cm""^Sam() le n 1 P = c cm 2
cm‘"/v sec p ohmcm
h n = 3.3 X 10 '^^ 2.08 X 10^ 365000 Ü.O56 1000
C ri = 4. 'i X 10^^ 5.07 X 10^
L) n = 3.5 X 10^^ 1.01 X 10 ’^
E n = 1.2 X io'7 1.53 X 10^
F P = 2.8 X 10^5 4.38 X 10^ 6500 0.34 100
G P = 2.4 X io'7 1.92 X 10^ 1049 0.025 1000
(Table I)
3 • 2 Crvo-stat
To cover the temperature range from 1.3°K to 10°K a new 
cryostat was designed and built. Since most of the measure­
ments were made in a magnetic field, it was essential to make 
the cryostat as versatile as possible to carry out the 
experiments in the desired temperature range and also in the 
magnetic field. Fig. ( 5 ) represents a block diagram of the
system.
A stainless steel cryomagnetic system made by Oxford 
Instruments, which was originally used for a Ile^  cryostat, 
was available so the cryostat was build to fit in this 
equipment. Unfortunately, in order to accomodate thermometers 
used to measure the specimen temperature outside the magnetic 
field, the lie pot had to be raised which reduced the volume 
available for liquid he and it \/as necessary to transfer lie 
during each run.
The cryostat was similar to ti.e one described by 
Challis et al and is sho./n in figures (6 ) and ( y ) . Note
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Figure 6.Schematic diagram of the cryomagnetic system
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Me pot liumplng 
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Radiation shield
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Vacuum pumping 
line
Transfer* tube
Figure 7 .Schematic diagram of He ^ pot and sample 
holder of the cryomagnetic system.
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tluit the specimen chamber had a demountable 0 -ring indium 
seal w}iich provided easy access to the specimen. The 
temperature of tlie lie pot could be controlled by a manostat 
s ho vn in figure ( 8 ) whicli controlled accurately the 
pumping speed so that the vapour pressure in and hence the 
temperature of tlie pot was constant. This device made it 
possible to vary tlie ambient temperature of the specimen 
without having to use electrical heating with its consequent 
rapid evaporation of the liquid helium.
The lead wires from room temperature to the 4.2°K heat 
sink vere 44 gauge enamel copper wire running in the tube 
used for pumping on the vacuum jacket. After the 4.2°k 
heat sink super-conducting wires were used and glued to the 
wall of helium pot using 7031 GE varnish and finally 
anchored at 1.2°K on the bottom of the pot.
In order to make measurements in the magnetic field and 
also at temperatures higher than 4.2° K , a copper rod with 
brass rings soldered along it was prepared, and could be 
screwed into the copper plate of the helium pot, see Fig. ( ^ ) 
Copper wire (22 gauge) was used to link the thermometers 
and the sample heater with the sample. To avoid vibration 
of these wires, which could directly increase the noise 
level, the wires were fastened by very thin nylon thread to 
the stainless steel pegs on each brass ring. Two auxiliary 
heaters were wound in a bifilar manner on the main copper 
rod to control the temperature at any point.
3*3 Thermomet ry
Thermal conductivity measurements were made in two 
different ranges, 1.2 to 4.2°K and 4.2 to 10°k.
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To Helium Pot
Thermometer
Section
Brass disc
/ \
Stainless 
\ Steel peg
Aux.Heater 2
Aux.Heater 1 Copper Lead
Nylon fiber
Sup ereonducting 
Magnet
Sample Heater
copper lead
Figure 9 .Sample holder and the mounting rig
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T a’o Alieri-lJradby carl)on resistors were used for tlie 
nieasurerrients of temperature difference along the sample, 
ri.ese t ’o t i.ormome t ers were calibrated for eacii rim against 
a caiihrcited carbon-glass tJ ermorneter and the calibration 
ivas checked at some temperatures using the vapour pressure 
of the li'^ piid iielium in the helium pot. Thermometers of this 
type usually have characteristics which differ slightly from 
each other. Each curve ciianges very little and usually 
settles down to a good reproducible curve with variation of 
less than 0.2"u, Below two 100 ohm Allen-Bradby carbon
resistors were used. These had a value about 1000 ohms at 
4 . and never exceeded 32K_fi_ at l,2 i^v. The following
function w i t h 9 coefficients \<fas found, by the method of a 
least square fit, to provide a satisfactory fit:-
8
In T = U  . A (In R) 
n = 0 ^
(1)
The following values vrere obtained for coefficients A^,
For R ^ : 0,86r)4'‘7 102E-09 "5 "
0 ,1724269900-01
0 ,287339^ 131^  + 01 V^> " -O.226393666E-O2
-0 ,2571569120+00 0 ,136558185E-03
0 ,432210316E-03 Ag = -0 ,3168859850-05
^4 =
-0 ,5101091850-01
2"
'^0 =
O . 2 3 7 5 I 6 I 3 6 E - I O
" 5  =
0 , 1 8 0 6 1 7 0 1 2 0 - 0 2
- 0 , 2 0 1 7 0 2 6 2 4 0 + 0 2 '^ 6 = - 0 , 3574849998-02
^^ 2 =
0 , l 44o 8 14828+02
" 7  - 0 , 2 7 9 2 3 2 8 1 3 0 - 0 3
h  =
- 0 . 3 6 7 8 9 7 9 5 7 0 + 0 1 •‘^8 " - 0 , 7 0 3 5 0 5 1 5 8 0 - 0 5
A,, = 0 , 3 7 4 5 5 9 7 1 4 0 + 0 0
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Oig. (lO) shows the experimental points of and R,, 
vs T .ind illustrates the good fit with the solid line 
ohi lined from epiation (l) and tlie above coe ff icieiits.
As ; i 11 be slown in tlie next section, tie c ornpn t a t ion 
of A r  tlie temperature droj) across t lie sa;:iple whic h leads to 
calculation of th.ermal conductivity, depends directly on the 
values of the thermometers' slope and not on t he
resistance of them. So according to equation (l) the slope
of t he characteri curve R = R(T) and also second
derivative (—— of each thermometer was calculated and are
dT‘
s h o >'n below:
dR
rir
R
r V iiA ( InR ) ^
n= 1
air 1
r] R
IT'
(Hi
cJT'
R
8
1 - ^  nA (InR)
n= 1
n - 1
8
T n(n-l)A (inH)^”'^
8
y? iiA^(lnR) 
n = 1
ri- 1
The second derivative of L he resistance vit h respect to 
temperature vas used only in correcting terms. In the 
temperature range of the experiment the good matching of the 
two thermometers R ^ and R^ can be judged by the following 
criterion:
dT
dR^
dT
dRy
dT
^ 0.008
For the measurement above two 220 ohms A - 13
resistors were used. These two .ere calibrated simply against 
tl.e C - G thermometers for each run. The resistance of 220
“31-
Calibration curves of 
100 ohms A-D thermometers
in
TEMPERATURE (K)
Figure 10,Calibration curves of two 100 ohms 
Allen-Bradley thermometers.
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oliins A - B increases very rapidly below 3*^ K so tl^ is type of 
tbortnoineter is only suitable for measurements above 4 .  
Calibration curves for RJ and R\ are given in Fig. (11).
'3. '( Computer Controlled System
The measurements of thermal conductivity were made
fully automatically by means of a Microprocessor Calculating
Unit (MPU) and a Digital Controller.
The system consisted of a Keithl^ySystem One and a
digital control system. The latter was designed and built
34in the college electronics workshop . Binary codes from 
the MPU were decoded into specific commands wliich were sent 
to tie various control devices.
The K oithley System One consisted of the following:
(a) Programmable Calculating Unit (707-21)
(b) Control Unit (78O)
(c) Ten channel scanner (702/7029)
(d) Digital voltmeter 174
(e) Digital output (1722) for DVM 174
(f) Interface (78OI-I722) in slot 7^  1 of CU (78O)
The programme which was loaded into the calculating unit 
was executed and proper commands through the control unit 
were transmitted to different parts of the system. The 
scanner was capable of scanning ten different channels. The 
sensitivity of tlie DVM 174 was lOOn^.
The Digital Controller was a combination of the 
following devices:
(a) two different digital temperature controllers
(b) two constant current units
(c) four external circuit controllers
-33-
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Figure 11.Calibration curves of two 200 ohms 
Allen-Bradley thermometers-
(d) interface and decoder
I G ) function selector.
I 1.1 s s y t  ern was designe<I to be fully automatic, but any 
(unctioji coal'll lie over i'^ len by tl.e manual control keyboard.
D o  t ./o digital temperature controllers were different in 
desicn .tad use. The out |)u t of tie first one was connected 
to an auxiliary heater (a) and tl.e second one was used only 
to create a heat gradient through the sample for thermal 
conluctivity measurements. A block diagram of this system 
is sho wn in Fig. ( 12 ) . bach part will be discus.sed in details 
in tie following:
1. 'l . 1 Main Digital Temperature Controller
The temperature of tie cryostat was monitored by the 
Mi'U and could be changed or kept constant according to tlie 
programme loaded into it, by means of a digital temperature 
controller, see Fig. (13). The logic circuit consisted of 
t .VO - b i t up/do vn counters (S'n'7^ 193) iu cascade, and 8-bit 
data storage latch (SN74ll6) and two 4-bit data selectors 
(oN7'H37) .
The functioning of all these elements was controlled 
entirely by the MPU via an Interface Module which decodes 
tl.e various commands (i.e. load up/down counter, select latch, 
etc.) and sends specific control signal to tl.e appropriate 
device. To reach, a desired temperature quickly an 8-bit 
latch was used to set the initial heating or cooling rate 
in larger steps compared to that of the counters. when this 
temperature was reached the output control was shifted from 
the latch, to the counters. This could be done by sending 
t-.Q Control and Data Bytes by the MPU to the temperature
-35-
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Figure 12. A block diagram of the computer controlled 
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coiiLrolier unit. The Control 3yte (03) selects the device 
.vliicli controls the output current, the Data Dyte (Dti) 
carries t!ie desired value of the boater current. The last 
Dii for the latch would be considered as first D3 for the 
counters after the output control is taken over by the 
counter which from now on will receive only one step up/down 
(ten times smaller from the latch) commands for better 
stability. Using d-bit logic gives only a resolution of 
1/336 in the output current and to improve on this a ten 
position divider was used in the output circuit (not shown) 
wdIich was again controlled by the MPU. This gave a resolution 
of 1/3360 wh.ich. is like using a 12-bit logic system. The 
output section which was controlled by tlie logic section 
consisted of a DAC(ZN413K ) , an operational amplifier and a 
current divider 1C, The operational amplifier was used to 
buffer t he DAC output and at the final stage could provide 
up to 3O0rn A at 3 «5 volts. The command codes to control the 
t enijiera ture controller are as the folio wing :
Function dCU code Octal code Output on control unit
controller OFF 11 821 00010001
" ON 12 822 00010010
load latch 13 823 00010011
clear latch 14 824 00010100
select latch 15 825 00010101
load counter 16 826 00010110
clear counter 17 827 00010111
select counter 18 830 00011000
count up 21 841 00100001
count down 22 842 00100010
advance divider 23 843 00100011
reset divider 24 844 00100100
-38-
3.4.2 Sample Heater Controller
In thermal conductivity measurements a very stable 
power supply is requi red to create a constant temperature 
gradient through the sample. Since in a large temperature 
range different lieat gradients are neede-'l, the output of the 
power supply must be controlled. This was done by a digital 
circuit similar to the temperature controller explained in 
the previous section. Since up/down counters were not used 
the circuit is simpler, see Fig, ( l4) . Using this arrangement 
helped for optimizing thermal conductivity data by receiving 
proper CI3 and ÜI3 from MPU changing the heat current through 
t he sample creating different temperature drop across tlie 
specimen vl, i le the temperature of tlie cryostat was kept 
constant.
Another facility available in this section of the system 
was, the current through the sample heater could be reversed. 
Since at very low temperature the applied heat to the sample 
was small tlie tliermal emf could result in a large error in 
lieat measurements, and the only \/ay to eliminate thermal emf 
v*as to reverse the current and then use the mean value. The 
current reversal command was sent to the sample heater 
controller by the MPU after registering the current and 
voltage across the sample heater in normal positions. The 
chosen value for tlie heater current was determined by the 
programme according to temperature to optimize the thermal 
conductivity. The command codes are as follows:
Function BCD code Octal code  ^°^V7o“l unit 
sample heater OFF 31 861 00110001
M tt ON 32 862 00110010
load latch 33 863 00110011
clear latch 34 86 4 00110100
reverse current 35 865 . 00110101
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Figure l4. Circuit diagram of the sample heater controller,
—3.^ » 3 Cogs tant Current Unit
Tlie thermometers were supplied by t’-vo coristaut current 
units, see Fig. (15). Tlie circuit consisted of two digital 
and analogue parts. The logic circuit udiich controlled the 
analogue power supf)ly contained just four IC's for both 
units. Two adjustable ranges had to be preselected manually. 
However the reverse switches on each these two units were 
controlled both manually and by the MJPU. The main reason 
for use of tie reversing switches was that in some cases 
the tl errnal emf introduced a large error in the measured 
voltage across th,e thermometers. As explained in section 
3.''.2 by reversing the current and averaging the voltage tlie 
steady thermal emf could be eliminated. In the analogue 
section the transistor (2N5^57) was used to supply a constant 
current in the output independent of the change of impedance 
of the circuit. The command codes for tliese units are as:
Function BCD code Octal code Output on
control unit
c.c. unit i Normal 51 121 01010001
" " 1 Reverse 52 122 01010010
" " 2 Normal 55 125 01010101
" " 2 Reverse 56 126 01010110
3.^.'t Fxternal Circuit Controllers
Four additional circuit controllers were built for 
various circuits such as (a) controlling the magnetic field
(b) operating the superconducting switch to put the magnet 
into the persistant-mode (c) to control a magnetic valve on 
the pressure regulator to fix the vapour pressure. Availability 
of external circuit controllers increased the versatility 
of the whole system so much that in fact it was used for some
-4l-
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other ioV temperature experiment as programme controlled and 
fully automatic measurement. The logic circuit analysed the 
connnui'l received from MPU, and sent a signal which vas
ampli f iod by T R#1,2 see Fig. (l6 ) and finally activated
r e 1 a y . T1le c omirian.l code are as f oliov.'irig :
Funet ion PCD code Octal code Output on control unit
External 1 OFF 41 101 01000001
M 1 ON 42 102 01000010
II 2 OFF 43 103 01000011
II 2 ON 44 104 01000100
I 3 OFF 43 105 01000101
I 3 ON 46 io6 01000110
I 4 OFF 47 107 01000111
I 4 ON 48 110 01001000
3. Interface and Decoder
There are three slots available in the Keithly Control 
Unit (7#0), slot ^  1 was used for digital voltmeter 174 and 
slot ^  2 was use d to send t he c omriands from MPU to the 
Digital Controller Unit (UCU). In the \uto mode the MPU 
uas connected via an interface board vhich decoded the 
control signals: Enable Pulse, Control Pulse (CP), Data 
Pulse (dp), iiyte 1 and Dyte 2 see Fig. ( 17 ) • The systems
would only receive commands after receiving an enable pulse. 
On receiving a CP the decoder logic would be reset ready for 
the first DP. When this DP was received together with a 
Oyte 1 pulse, the Functions Address register would he loaded 
with an 8-bit code corresponding to whatever command the MPU 
wished to make (I.E. Load Aux. Heater Latch, Sweep up the 
field, etc.). This DP was then delayed by approximately 
1 S and used as a "Data Valid" signal to the Function 
Selection logic. If a single function only was required then
-'43-
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the coüunauds .ouiri he executed the motneut this "Data Valid" 
pulse w<is receive I. I'o vever, if data was to be loaded into 
one of the heater control registers, tlien the appropriate 
register was set up by this first byte (dyte i) and then 
on receiving the secom) DJ^  together with a 3yte 2 pulse tl'e 
data was loaded an<'i would change the heater current 
accordingly. Codes from Control Unit were inverted by two 
(SN/486) IC's Fig. ( l8 ) and the output of tliese were 
transferred to th.e latch on ÜTC board and also stored in the 
d-!)it latcli (d.N74ll6) and the output of tlie latch went into 
t..o, four to ten BCD ( SN7 42 ) IC's, from which the new codes 
directly transmitted to function selector board. There were 
also <ome other signals from control unit vhich were carrying 
enable slot on reset signal.
3 . .  6 Function Selector Board
T)ie output from tlie decoder board was directed to the 
function selector uhicli was tlie actual element of the system 
that com[)ietorl the analysis of the code se.ut from MPU 
through the control unit and transmitted the proper command 
to each part of the system for execution. From the hardware 
point of view it was a large board containing 20 IC's.
Anoth.er facility on tliis board was the manual control logic 
which provided manual commands that could override the 
MJ’U's. As it is shown in the circuit diagram Fig. (19) how 
each pulse is inverted or .d ere it would he transmitted.
3.5 Measurements of Thermal Conductivity in Zero Field
A steady-state heat flow method was used for measurement 
of thermal con luctivity. Two Allen-Bradley thermometers R
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Figure I8 .Circuit diagram for decoder and interface
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.iiiB if, wfire used to men su re the température gradient across 
tl.o s riie t he r'liome t e rs we re constructed by wr^ipping
tie resistors vitli i •.in ling of' i - g a u g e e naeie 1 -coa te'l copper 
.ire, the ends of .l.ich 'vere b rough t together, t vis ted and 
soldered ; i t h indiirn to t vo copper rings .vJiicf. were soldered 
over the enrls of the sa ;iple for better thermal contact 
Ixit'veen t he specimen and the thermometers. A calibrated 
carbon-glass thermometer was used to calibrate thermometers 
R^ and R,^  I'ig. (2 0 ) shows the position of each, thermometer 
on the crystal. The sample heater consisted of 46-gauge 
cons tantan wire wound in bifilar manner (to avoid creating 
a magne tic field) on an L-shaped piece of 14-gauge copper 
vire vhich vas soldered »»ith indium to one end of the 
crystal and covered witli General Electric No. 7031 varnish.
The ntl'.er end of the sample was firmly clamped an'I indium 
soldered to the sample liolder. The sample holder itself was 
sc re ved in a copper rod in contact wi t h the helium pot. For 
further measurements of thermal conductivity in a magnetic 
field one sample liolder was prepared for each sample to 
avoid any damage to the sample during replacement and once 
the sample vas fixed on a sample holder it was very easy and 
practical to mount it in the cryostat. Two auxiliary bifilar 
1 eater was constructed by winding the cons tantan resistance 
vire around a section of the sample holder specially 
machined for this purpose on the main copper rod whiich. was 
t he rm ally .linlced to the helium pot.
The resistance of the sample heater and auxiliary heater 
at room temperature were respectively 700 and 900 ohms, 
riie t’ermometric circuit - The two thermometers number 1 and
2 \vhicl, were soldered to copper brackets on both ends of the
-49-
Aux.heater Sample heater
1.550
1.520
1.550 
1.535
1.520
Aux.heater "OX" 
..
B A
V  AuX .heater"OFF"
/ Sample heater "ON"
Sample heater "OFF"
Figure 20. Schematic diagram of the thermometers
position on the crystal and temperature 
gradient across the crystal of InSb 
during different stages of measurements.
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s.implo were in a bridge, shown below, where R was a 
constant 100 K^Lresistance.
SRl(ch.3)
R, (ch.4)
ch.7
Rr, (ch. 6 )
Computer Control 
Switch
Constant Current 
Unit
Fig.(21)
Tlie carbon-glass thermometer was in a separate circuit by 
itself.
fhe procedure of thermal conductivity measurement - To measure 
the thermal conductivity first we turned the sample heater 
on, then measured the potential difference between A and 3.
At the same time resistance of tlierrnometer number 2 was 
determined by measuring the voltage across R.^  and 1 K 
standard resistance number 2 which give the current I.,.
After this measurement, the sample heater was turned off, 
but the auxiliary heater was turned on to bring back the 
vhole sample to the same temperature that it had reached 
during the measurement, that is the same temperature which 
was read by If, ; t lien under these conditions, we again 
measured the potential difference between A and 3. According 
to tie folio/ing calcualtions where the quantities are 
those shown in the diagram above, the temperature drop could
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bo o!)tainod from tlie measurements described a!
= h  ' "o + %l] Il + '<h^ 2
+ i(^  +
above :
Consider:
\ z R
b [-“o + ^  "» + "l + *b] + ['*o " ‘b] b o  + «2]
then we get:
_ C(lî + R J  E(R + AR + R, )
 ^1 -____ "____ z  -“-O = O O 1
A ’ - Â
= '"a - b\ = % k ("o +^'0 " " R  - " R ‘b  + "2)]
V = % fb("o +A"o) - "o"i]
I f  t l i o  b r i d g e  i s  b a l m e e d  V = 0  a n d  '.ve <ret  2 = **0 ( 2 )
^  ‘b  + A i g
' = t [<”. ' A : , . , ,
o o 1 o 2 -*
Assume
R 1Î + A R
■ a ______ 2___ a _ 0 0
'1 " R + R ’ ^ 2 - R + A R  + R,o 2 o o 1
thou
V =-fa.,H, (iî + A h + H.) -a. (n + R,jR.
AL 2 2 o O i l o  2 1
Substituting Ij, Ij then
A hen we turn the sample heater on there is a change in V:
SV = f[(R^
substituting (2 ) in (3)
<Tv =a.ol2 ^ ‘b
Using second order approximation for the change of each -re 
ro.sistancc u'ith respect to temperature we have:
(4)
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su = ^  . <Tt 4. (5r)- (5,
aT~'
 ^^  1^ ~ ^2 *" 2 -  ^o tl.at t is tl:o t omper i tu re
** '‘ il 1 the me ui temperature luring measure me rit s , then
•p p t —  ^
i , = i + —  aiifi T\ = T - -1 2  2 2
substituting (5) in (4) we get the following:
■ GRg BR, T r dR
"ax
, r o r t  -, r. cfïi. li^ -,
• + [ i , a , ( ^ )  - i ^ a p ^ ) ]  cTr
r ^  Rry 3  R  ^ _
+ 1 I ;a«(---— ) + l,a ( -) LrtcTT
L - ^ ax*^  ^  ^ ax" -*
or where JV  = \*St + n*%X + C*[(SX)^ + j + D V X / t
r c)R., 0 R  I
 ^ -L^2°^2 ^ ô f  ^ ^
r 3r .^ an n
<9“ R., a ^ R
ax" ar‘
r arR.^  a^R n
D* = î[i,a,( f) + I a (----) J
- ax ax'"
According to our calibration curves in thermometry sections 
13* and C* terms are negligible because of the good matching 
of R and R,. when we adjust I and I., to satisfy tie
1 2  i t-
conditions:
ijttj aiq
= a (6)
then
%V = i\*cft + D*JTcft (7)
i3ut in orrler to have a linear approximation or just the A
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tor^ -i, the term must be negligible. This term is
propoî tioniL to the rise in mean temperature of tlie whole 
s ample aCter turning the sample heater on. A goofl heat 
CO lit ict o e t . e e n the crystal and the h.eat sink is essential 
to -:<Lnimiy:e this term because it reduces cTt. The Fig. (20) 
sl)o , s the temperature rise across the s amp 1 e \nd between
oacl thermometer. So by measuring and calculating ^ t
I rom the formula (7) and also measuring the current ( ) and
voltage ) oC the sample heater, and th,e distance between
the points of attachment of the thermometers, we measured 
tl e heat gradient, anrl by using th.e following standard 
expression we calculated thermal conductivity:
here d = I,. . V ..md L is the distance between thermometers 1-1 11
^  1 and ^ 2  and A is the cross-section of the crystal. The 
points cdiich. must be mentioned is that the quantities (X ^  and 
OC ^ appe.iring in A* were calculated for each temperature 
point to avoid furth.er approximation and the crucial 
aliusf'ient of 1  ^ and I., by c h a n g i n g  A r ^  to bring a' to the
correct value (e.g. (6 ) above).
As mentioned before the above procedure normally is done 
manu lily and the calculation is performed by the use of a
g
computor. but by using a Kiethly system one and the Digital 
Controller explained in previous section the thermal conduct­
ivity measurement was made through an appropriate programme 
loaded into system one.
Control Programme - Tiie main features of the programme con­
sist of the following :
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 ^ ' eacii point the temjieratnre vas fixed and controlled
and t vo thermometer numibers 1 and 2 were calibrated against 
tl a prfîc iiibrated carbon-glass thermoeie ter.
sample heater was turned on to create heat gradient 
t I rough the sample.
3. llie current and voltage across tlie thermometers and 
sample h.eator was measure I, and then each, value was stored 
in the memory b ink for later use.
^. fhe voltage difference^V across the bridge is measured.
a. To eliminate the thermal emf noise the current in all
theniometors and the heater is reversed and step 3 and 4 was 
r p e  a t e I.
Ù. The sample h.eater is turned off and the auxiliary heater 
turned on and returned the temperature of the ahole sample 
to the point here H, was.
7. Using expression (7) the temperature difference and
finally the thermal conductivity is calculated, and if
— 4 <^-,,01 the sample heater current is changed and step 1 
T
to 7 is repeated again.
Tl.e flow chart for the above procedure is shown in the
e
following and the programme loaded on Keithly System One for 
%oru field thermal conductivity is given in appendix.
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Ncasure and stor
NO
YES
i^rint K ,H,U,
^  IF 
current 
reversed
NO
YES
i’rint the 
calculated 
va lues
YES
NO
—  < 0.01
^  IF ^  
current 
reversed
Reverse
currents
Inc reuse 
Q by 10,:
Calculate
Ri.Ro.n,
Reverse all 
curren ts
change
temperature
urn the sa-iple 
heater on
Measure and 
calculate St
Calculate ,R
 and SV,Q
Calculate and print 
the temperature
Calculate Lliennal 
conductivity
I'urii S a m p l e  heater 
off and auxiliary 
heater on
Control and monitor 
the temperature to 
reach
Measure and store
on ch <** 3
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3-6 1 herin.il Conductivity Measuroine tit s in ^a^netic Field
Tlie effect of a magnetic field on the t lier mal conductivity 
of InSb is very small, but since only the relative change 
ix'itli field is nee a ^liff'erent method of measurement was
used to that used for the zero field method. In these 
measurements an AC Signal Generator was used to supply the 
thermometers instead of the DC power supply, and the voltage 
difference across the bridge was measured by means of a 
drookdgal lock-in-amplifier.
The output of the lock-in-amplifier was connected to 
the y-axis of an x-y recorder an I the magnetic field to the 
x-axis•
Procedure of the measurements - The same bridge was used as 
before Fig. (21) for these measurements. First with the sample 
heater on, the out of balance voltage was measured as explained 
in section 5 . The the change in this voltage was recorded 
as the magnetic field was swept up. The temperature had to 
be controlled to a very high stability because the output 
of the bridge was very sensitive to any temperature drift.
In order to avoid both interference of 50 Hz from the 
mains and a very long time constant the most suitable 
frequency was found, by an initial experiment, to be l80 Hz. 
The magnetic field was swept up/down to 40 KG at a rate of 
20 - 50 minutes. To make sure that the output signal was 
not lagging behind the field due to the time constant of the 
device, the field was swept up and down for each measurement 
at a fixed temperature, to ensure the retrace of the recorded
output.
m e  thermometers and the sample heater ..'ere placed 20 cm 
from the centre of the supercon lucting coil where the magnetic
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fi'ild Iroppel to less tit an 250 gauss. This field was then 
sliiel'htd out by wrapping the thermometers vith Niobium foils 
(critic iL f. iell = IQfO gauss ) to avoi I magnet or es is tance 
el feels. A careful test to check tlie above was performed 
.as follows: tlie sample heater was turned off and the
temperature .at the lo'/est jioint was kept constant. Then tl e 
ou tpu t of the bridge was monitored vhile the field swept up 
to 'lO KG, there was no change in the output signal, hence 
there %as no effect due to the interactions between residual 
field and the t liermorne ters .
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CHAPTER 4
riie Zero—Bield Thermal Conductivity 
^.1 n-InSb
i'leasuremelits of the thermal conductivity have been 
made between 1 and lOK of four samples of indium 
antimonide tellurium doped. Their specifications (e.g. 
dimensions, crystallographic orientation and impurity 
concentration, etc.) are given in section 3.1.
The results of the thermal conductivity measurements 
in zero-field are represented in a traditional logarithmic 
plot in figures (22 -25)* The experimental data are in
3
good agreement with the measurements of Challis et al and 
5
Kosarev . The following observations are considered:
3
1. There is a departure from the T temperature dependency
of the thermal conductivity, which is expected from an ideal
dielectric at low temperature. In figure ( 2b) by plotting
K/T^ vs T for sample ( B ) the divergence of the conductivity 
3
from T is shown.
2. These measurements are not significantly dependent 
on the technique used for sample growth (sample E, C were 
boat grown and D, B were pulled).
3. When the impurities were added the thermal conductivity 
decreased and the maximum was shifted to higher temperatures,
-59-
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4 . 1. 1 Thermal Conductivity of the Least Dojjed Sample
1 ~ 3
ru<i donor concentration of sample B with N^-N,^~3 ^ 10 cm 
is low wliich can be considered almost pure. Its thermal 
conductivity results have been fitted to Callaway’s thermal 
conductivity integral: 9
3 ^
K(T) =  -) ^—   — dx (4.1)
6 ti‘' ti t=i
, trowhere x = kT
The total relaxation time 't is considered to be a com­
bination of three terms as in the following:
t"^ = t:" + t-"’' + (4.2)b i p
w)iere t . , t, and t are the relaxation times for phonon1 b p
scattering by the isotopes , the crystal boundaries and 
the phonons. In the effect of the defects and dislo­
cations have been neglected because the ambient tempe­
rature is lower than that where these scattering mecha­
nisms are effective, become noticeable just at the
higher temperature end (above 6K ) .
4.1.2 Isotope scattering frequency
As mentioned in 2.4 the isotope scattering frequency is 
sho'/n to be where A '.■.'as defined b.^ f ore as:
A = V P /  4 TTV^
/, -44 3
IIolland ■ initially considered A = 0.9^3 x 10 sec 
illis differs appreciably from the value A = 2.8x10  ^^sec^
obtained from the experimental data on an InSb sample 
with n = 7 X 10  ^ cm As A depends on the velocity of 
sound , which is different for each crystalographic di­
rection, the difference is not unexpected.
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4. 1.3 Boundary Scattering Frequency f-1
The rate of plionoii scattering by the crystal boundaries
3 7lias been calculated according to 2.3, Frankl et al have
given an analytical expression for t he correction required
2 1to A for the finite length effect, Herman et al 
graphically showed the correction as a function of R/L 
( w lie re H = A y 2 and L is the sample length) for different 
values of f the roughness parameter. Frankl's expression 
is :
J_  ^J_ 1 - R J_
A' ' A 1 + 1' * L
•.v'here P, the specularity factor, measures the sample
polish which is related to f by;
/_ P  - f(r|, q) = 1 - exp(-2q^r^“ )
•where is the roo t-mean-square deviation of the surface 
from the level and is called asperity parameter.
4.1.4 Fitting Results
To fit the experimental data of sample 13 into the
thermal conductivity integral, boundary scattering rate 
- 1t^ , A and D were considered as adjustable parameters.
A non-linear least square fitting routine was developed 
to calculate the above parameter according to the 
experimental points. The results are shown in the 
following table.
(Table II)
A B
Calculated 1 . 4  X  1 0 ^ 0 . 9 2 3  X  1 0 " ^ ^ 1.92  X  1 0 " ^ ^
Best fit 1.25 X  1 0 ^ 2 . 4 2  X 3.1 X 10-22
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iJifforerices between calculate'! values and the best fit 
was f!Xfiected because firstly tliere are some phonons 
Specularly reflected f rotn the boundar i es and secondly in 
calculation of A the effect of dislocation and defects 
was not taken into account an! in practice the 
experimental value of v is larger tlian tlie calculated 
value. From the value obtained for boundary scattering 
tlie specularity factor P can be calculated from Frankl 
and Cairipisi expression:
-  1
i  ( f t " ? '  + r
substituting numerical value for each parame ter P = 0.12.
An orrler of inagnitude value for t he asperity parameter
can be deduced. Since at 1.5^ the dominant phonon wave-
vector is (q = — ) 1. 19 x 10 * cm so the asperity
n = 35 A^ is obtained. According to Carnpisi's data when
n lOOA^ the sample may be considered rough. The
calculated value for the phonon-phonon interaction parameter
13 from fitting is in a good agreement with the value given 
4
by Holland . however, this scattering mechanism is only 
effective in the temperatures above liquid helium.
4.1.3 Tl'.errnal Cunductivity of the More Heavily Doped Samples 
T!ie analysis of the zero field thermal conductivity
15 _3
for n-type samples with concentration larger than 10 cm
is similar to that of pure sample with the difference of
additional term in relaxation time which talves into account
_ 1
the effect of the electron-phonon interaction t .e-Ph
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4.1.6 K Loc t ron-lRioriori Scattering
The lifetime of .xii acoustic phonon interacting with 
a 'piasi-free electron gas is calculated from standard
30first order perturbation theory . If one assumes isotropy
but not necessarily paraboLicity , of the conduction band
t he relaxation rate is given by:
2V m -1 s
Tit:
7T  u)|" Tor q <^2k^
where j V(q, u ) j“ is the squared matrix element of the 
phonon potential, and the deformation potential induced 
by a sinusoidal strain give additive contribution to 
|V(ii, u ) j , since there is no interference term between
38tliem . The above expression is valid only for wavevectors
in the Fermi sphere of energy (condition of strong
degeneracy). An important aspect of the above equation
is the absence of an explicit dependence on the total
number of electrons. To deal with the electron-phonon
interaction a free-electron dielectric permittivity was 
3 q
introduced which would screen out the phonon potentials
according to:
 ^ ______Î_______ FC P U j
with F(x) = -y + - ; „ In 1 + X
IX I 1 - X
The Thomas-Fermi wavevector, q.^  ^ is given by:
E
The factor F ( ) is nearly equal to 1 for q 2kp and
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decreasos r.ipidly t 1/2 when q - 2k ^ . Cl.en the screening-
rni I'.anc <‘i'i relaxation t i ni': of ,a pl^onon interacting with an
‘ > ' >
electron is given hy llnet et al""'" 
screen ( 1 4 1 ( ) ) F (--8- )
where
J } 9
'' =  r r ^   + 9z"x"y)F pv
H  ---   cos (q, u)
2Trti p V
'.lien .ve consider t.liat the t he rma 1 phonons are propagating 
in the direction of |1 and only t he longitudinal mode
is interacting with! electrons we get:
A = 0
,2 2 
U = c
2Tlti pv ^ s
’where c = 1'j cV for the deformation potential cons t ant  ^^
e = 17 for the lattice dielectric permittivity, 
p = 5 .8ü g/cm^.
In order to consider the relaxation rate due to the 
above scattering (Fqn. 4.5) tie thermal conductivity
integral (Eqn. 4.1) must be split in two parts as 
f o1lowi ng:
W * / r
" ■ ' ft-' . ..''t'' . ' °   ] ( . » - . ) '
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w/T
i rg.-  j ÿ p . .
O V T  L J
'.I lore
k"a = A (:jr) the isotope scattering
paranie ter
k'^r^ ^  1
t=l V
( 4 . 7 )
and
. ^2 2
b = ( 4 . 8 )
the electron-phonon interaction parameter. Q* is called 
effective Debye temoerature and defined by:
tiv
y  = 2kp (-j^) (4.9)
which limits the phonon wavevectors which can be scattered
an
by electrons and electron system is transparent for 
phonons with q ^  2k^ ,.
Fitting results for sample C did not show any electron- 
phonon scattering, but for t he samples D and E the results
a
revealed small contribution of this scattering in the
thermal conductivity at the lower temperature range. At
1.2k tlie dominant phonon wavevector q = 1.6 x 10^ cm ^
wliich is well in the allow range for above interaction 
r /  A
(i.e. 4 . 1 x 1 0 ^ ^ q  ^ 3 .  1 X 10 c m   ^) .
4.2 p-InSb
Here experimental data of thermal conductivity of 
two Ge rloped p-type indium anti mo ni de single crystals 
are presented, see figures (27-2u). Measurements have 
been performed on two specimen with specifications given
- 70-
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i II section 3.1. Tlie e 1T e c t <Iue to t he scattering of 
phonons liy lio urn lari es ami isotopes is the same as the case 
of n-.fnSI). The s t ro n^ jjlionon scattering in this type of 
crystals is not hoi'/ever causer} hy isotopes or imperfection
to
of' the lattice but is I'atlier hue different scattering; 
processes. In the s ar;ip le witli —  2 x 10 cm the 
phonon scatterin.tr is due to Ziman type char.tre carrier 
scattering and for t lie sample with N ^ —  2.8 x 10^^  cm  ^
the acceptors are neutral and the ir energy levels are 
split so that phonon scattering arises due to transition 
between these s [> 1 i t states.
The effective mass of c liarge carriers (holes) is 
relatively large a u d pho non -c har.ge carrier scattering 
mechanism wliicli plays a decisive role accounting for great 
differences between the plionon thermal conductivity of 
n-type and p-lnob revealed by t he experiments.
3.2.1 Char.ge Carrier -Phonon Scattering
The theoretical treatment of ho le-phonon scattering 
in the degenerate case (P 10^^ cm ^) when impurity 
levels form a ban*"! which overlaps with the valence band 
is already discussed in sections 2.5 and 3.1.5» The 
interaction of charge carriers and phonons become 
interesting -.lien the acceptor levels are still isolated 
(P 10 cm ^ ) and they do not merge with the valence 
band .
The shallow acceptor ground state and the valence band
edge of Ill-V semiconductor compounds are similar to that 
I I )
of Ge and Si “ . They also have four-fold degeneracy and 
P q symmetry. Accordingly, the acceptor hole-phonon
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intor.Action I !am i I to riian is of the same form as that for
3 3 3 3t free holes near the valence hand e''lge ’ . From symmetry
c o n s i 1 e r a t i o n 11 a s e g a w a  ^ constructed this liamiitonian 
in terms of the angular momentum operator J as
II = u (J“ - jj-)e + CPX X X + J J ) e  + Cp] J u' _ X y y x x y  JP (3.10)
whe re is the CXth component of the angular momentum
operator for J = -^(a = x, y and z referring to the four­
fold axes), e is the conventional strain component,
and 0 ,^ are the deformation potential constants of the u u ' '
acceptor states and CP denotes the cyclic permutation of 
t he indices x, y and z. The state (r ) of the shallow 
acceptor can 1)e represented by the Bloch functions (r)
of the Vrilence band edge and the hydrogenic envelope 
functions F.(r) as
3 6
(r ) = •^r F . (r )0 . (r ) (3.11)
' J=1 J J
If we assume that the ground states are identified by the
quantum number M j ( ^  ,  ^ ■> t he corresponding envelope
functions are given by :
where 0^^ is the eigen function of and a * is the
effective Bohr radius. By expanding e _ in phonon
CCp
operators, the matrix elements of the hole-phonon interaction
between two acceptor states j n ^  and | m ^  can be calculated.
This calculation will be shown in Appendix 2 for quantization
axis in ^ 110Jdirection, but in this section we are mostly
concerned about the phonon relaxation rate due to this
interaction. The single-mode relaxation time 3^  isn —p n
36defined by
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■ h' ( q — q ’ )
wliere W ( q — > q' ) for tlie elastic phonon scattering in the 
second Born a p ; ) r o x i m a t i o n is calculated by .Suzuki and 
.^ iikos hi ba and the final relaxation rate caused by
acceptor hole-phonon interaction is
1-ph 100 u
(3.13)
'.vdiere n^ is the acceptor concentration, and v ^ are the
average velocities of sound for the longitudinal and 
transverse modes of the idionon, respectively,
k = 3(kj + + W )
w l i e r e  \v  ^= 2 3 s 3 8 0 ““ + fdl)*
a 3
W = i6 + 370'^ + 70
= 20 + 33f/ + 31/^
D
in which 0 =
u
and f(q) = (l + /]a*"'q^ ) By adding t
h-ph
-  1to the total relaxation rate t a good fit for thermal 
conductivity measuremeti t s of p-type sample F (P = 2,8 3 x 10 
cm ) was obtained. Fig (29) re%ir esent s the relaxation 
rate for each scattering mechanism of this sample. Values 
of the parameters used in the phonon thermal conductivity 
calculations are p = 3.8 grn/crn^ , a * = 30.\° , = 2.6 eV,
1)^ , = 6.3 e V , and the velocity of sound is given in
sec , 2 .3.
Consider now sample G which has a much higher
concentration of acceptors. The thermal conductivity data
2
of sample G I'ig. (28) obeys the Ziman type 1'“ behaviour 
at tlie lowest temperature range. To compare the calculated
13
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Figure 29«Tlie relaxation rate for boundary, isotope, 
and hole scattering of phonons.
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vaLwe for o 1 (ic t r o ii-pb.ouon interaction ])arariie t ers with tl’.ose
found froni tlie best fit, tlie fo 1 lo'wing approximation is
2
made. be talie the region vbe re K. varies as tlien we
ne gle c t the other scattering mec Ilan isms. Hence expression 
'l . 6 b e c ome s :
Q * / T
F - k /k T \ 3 r 1 X  ^ e ^ d x
’^ h-ph 2 ti \ axT , x . .2
or :
271^ v ^  J  ( e "  -  1)
K. _  = dx (4.14)h-ph - „_d,. a j
■171
o
idle al)ove integral is of the form of bebye integrals
"h-ph " iTTipiT ''*-^ 5)
s
but for the temperature region where tiiis holds Q T and
(-*' *
d^(-^) C: J ^ ( CD ) = 7.212. Substituting the above value in
( . 15 ) , we ge t
.4 J (oo)
^ ^ 7 7 7 5 5 - " f i r
S
The measured value for iv/T“" for sample G (K/T“ = 0,016 x 10^
erg cm  ^ deg  ^ sec ^) is substituted in (4.l6), then
a - 1.85 X 10^ (iv-sec) ^. The variation of this parameter
o
was very effective on the T“ region. The isotope scattering 
term d can alternatively be deduced graphically.
This mai tc hes better with experiment and also gives 
the approxirn<ite value of Q* as follows:
Q*/T W/T
2, l X  " 0 i / T
-77-
whero 't ' rojireseuts ail scattering other than charge carrier 
scattering. If the boundary scattering is assumed to be
tu;gligii)le above the Ziman cut-off and f ' is reduced to
iring (t ' = dx T ) thent)ie isotope .*
CD
W'/T
where -:p- —  co
and
Ct = -- ^ ---  = 4.1 X 10^^ (erg/cm.sec'".de g M
2 TI V
t hen
* 7ÏÏÏ ® ^
Û  •
If again we approximate J ^ (""p") = J ^ ( c d ) = 7*2 12
e = K - T“ X  1.6 X 10^2 Id
t lie n
o r
In d + ^  = -In (K - 1.6 x iO^T“ )J
Q ♦ 1
by plocting In d + "y" vs ^  Re t a straight line, Fig (30) 
whose slope is ec[ual to Q* and its intercept represents 
In d. Variation of d and 9* in (4.6) was effective in the 
temperature range above the region, which is expected.
At this stage by using the above numerical values of 
each parameter, the expression 4.6 can be evaluated 
numerically. The calculated value of for this sample
is 1.9 X 10^ cm~^ and the effective Debye temjierature O* 
derived from the graph 12.5 deg is in good agreement with
-78-
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1
Figure 3^^Logarithm of the isotope scattering
parameter d plus the ratio of effec-
*
tive Debye temperature 0 to tempera­
ture T versus reciprocal temperature 
for sample
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Ll i ' ;  C i l c u i u t o  v . i l u e  o f  I 1 , 2  ' l e g  u i ' j c l  c o o  C i r m s  Z i t n a r i ' . s  
f h e n r y  i n  a  l i r i c f  r . i i i g e  o f  t e m i o e r a t i i r e  .
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CüAFTFh 3
n Mi rma 1 Conductivity of n-In.Sb in Magnetic Field
5 . 1 Introduc t ion
Tlie work described b.ere examines tbe electron-pbonon 
interdiction in n-type inrlium antimonide at liquid helium 
temperature using magneto -thermal conductivity measurements 
Thermal phonons ;i t h large momentum comparable with that 
of electrons are absorbed and it is convenient to use a 
magnetic field to isolate the effect of the electron-phonon 
interaction from other scattering mechanism. In particular, 
the electronic states in n-lnSb are markedly affected by 
ix f) plied field.
Since the effective mass of the electrons in InSb is 
very small, the contribution of electrons in scattering 
phonons is also small in thermal conductivity at low 
tenqieratures. In a degenerate specimen of InSb when donor 
states overlap the conduction band (donor concentration 
^  5 X 10^^ cm  ^) , t lie rma 1 conductivity show quantum 
oscillations (see Fig. (3l) for raw data of sample D) 
wliicb are associated w i t t h e  crossing of tbe Landau levels 
through the Fe rmi level of the electrons, similar to that 
of de Ilaas-van Alpben oscillation.
Absorption of phonons occurs only when tlie change in 
component of electron wave vector perpendicular to the 
magnetic field which accompanies tlie aosorption is smaller 
than the inverse of the cyclotron radius. This allows 
electron transition within a Landau level to occur only 
when the bottom of the Landau level is close to the Fermi 
level.
-8i--
if::?:
i décrtëâüè
' ifc.i*— . i . i— —
: ,icUân.?Ê
5-13 10.26 13.38 20.31 23.64 30.77 33.9 40.31
Magnetic Field ( kG )
Figure 31.^3^ data for magnetic field dependence of 
theiTnal conductivity of sample D at I.3 K.
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5.2 Land au Levais
lu the presence of an external magnetic field, we form 
the ]>am L 1 Ionian operator II = 11 + eAj/tiJ and solve the
effective bchrodinger equation
h ( i' + e A ) / ti { r ) = li^(r)
c
(5.1)
Suppose a spherical energy surface v/ith liamiitonian
(5.2)
1 9 0 0
II = iP'^  + P“ + P^)2m' X y  z
It is convcinient to take the magnetic field B to be along
the z direction arid se choose the vector potential A as:
A = -Bx
V
t lie n
d
L, = T - ^  (5.3)X i i) X
.'ith t h e s e  s i m p l i f i c a t i o n  e q u a t i o n s  ( 5 . 1 )  t a k e s  t h e  f o r m  
2
^  7 + - ieBx/ti)"' + ^ Y/(r) = El^(r) (5.4)
i r  <» ■' i z T  '
This equation is separable in rectangular coordinates.
Let us put
(r) = exp^i(kyV + k^z)J g(x) (5 .5 )
This le 6ids to
( d“g/d""x ) + ( 2m*/h"" ) |b-(ti^k“/2rn* )-(-7~-) (tik^^-eBx )"" I g( x) = 0 (5.6)elm
It is convenient to define the classical cyclotron radius \
as :
ctl
eB
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aiid
(;) = 
c m* c
then the above equation may be written as
g(x) = 0 (5.7)(2-4) + (4r)
dx" ir
£ - -rni ' (0 ( X - X.“ k  ) “c y
where £ = E -  ^ . This is an equation for a simple
2m*
harmonic oscillator of f requeue y co ^  , with the eigen value
E given by
1
w'l.ere n is a positive integer including zero (n = 0 , 1, 2 ..),
and the quantity co^  is called the cyclotron frequency. The 
total energy of' an electron in a magnetic field (whien the
spin is neglected) is given hy
fi“k~
E = + (n + J)3xD^ (5.8)
and it is a;)paren t the result is <piite remarkable because 
a three-dimensional, parabolic band structure from which 
:e started has been sj)lit up into a series of the 
oscillator levels which can be associated with the
classical circular motion of t he electron in a plane
perpendicular to the magnetic fielrl, plus a one-dimensional 
parabolic term coming from the free electron motion in a 
direction parallel to the field. These discrete levels 
are called Landau levels, and the energy of the lowest 
state is no longer zero, but has been raised to These
levels are separated by an energy
K  = W  = 1-1577 X 10-G eV
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where IJ is in g a u s s and m is tbe free electron mass. Thiso
energy is large for materials .vi tli small effective mas s
-2ratio (3 r 11 or 1er of 10 “ (Inbb, hi, etc.) in strong fields 
and the format!on of the Landau levels becomes quite 
significant. For low fields and for materials with 
effective ma s s ratios of the order of unity, this energy 
is small compared to thermal energies except at the very 
lo we s t temperatures. If we add the effect of the spin to 
the picture, another term representing the interaction of 
the electron spin wit li the magnetic field will be added 
to the liamiitonian of equation (5 .2 ) which is given by
(— ) 7  . ÏÏmo
and consequently the energies are
>2 2 >
E = ( ’ ) + ( n -r + (•^) Bs (5 *9 )
"2^  ^ ^o
where s is the spin quantum number (s = - &), Here we 
note that the free electron mass rn^  enters into the spin 
term, where as tlie effective mass m * enters into the cyclo­
tron frequency. \ve may also note that as a result of the 
spin term, we find th.at if m ' m^ , the energy of the 
lowest state is E = 0 , that is, the lowering of energy 
caused by alignment of the spin cancels the increase 
produced by confinement of an electron to an orbit. However, 
in indium antimonide m m  , and one effect or the other 
may predominate. The preceding representation is a some- 
wliat over-simplified picture of the spectrum particularly 
in inrlium antimonide where spin-orbit coupling is 
significant, and the g factor of the electron departs 
significantly from 2. The calculations of g factor has
-85-
been revi ewed by Yafat, and simplified recently by
4 7de Gracxf and (Jverhauser
3.3 Magnetic Field iCffect on iC 1 e c t ro n l o  no n Interaction 
Here we consider the electron-phonon interaction 
Hamiltonian through the deformation potential C as:
2A p q 0)
(5.10)
\\rhere a and a* are the creation and annihilation operators 
of the j)honon with wave vector q, and as explained in 
section 5.2 since commute with H the corresponding
eigen function for Hamiltonian (3.2) can be easily written
as :
= A  ^ e xp r i ( k V + k z )1 0 (x - ) (3. Il)L y  z J n y
u'iiere A is the normalization constant. The rate of phonon 
absorption by an electron (n, k^, k ^ , s) being scattered 
to the state (n', k^, , s) can be calculated using the
standard time-dependent perturbation theory in the 
lowest order.
^ * 9 9
( k + ([ - k') u Tdxe 0 ( X - X “k ) 0 ( x - ' ) ( 5 . 12 )^ z z^ z ss ' \ n y m y
-00
Here we assume q = q (O, 0, l). The integration over x
gives
+ 00 2 9
e ^ 0 * (x)0 ( X ) dx = e X p ( r-- ) ( ■ — ( m !/n ! ) “ '^ (my-) (5-13)
nt rn r
-CD
where h" is the Laguerre bi-polynomial and the right hand
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s i d o  i s  v a l i d  f o r  in.  T h e  e q u a t i o n  ( 3 »  1 2 )  t a k e s  t i . e
ffjllo.viug form
. q
Il'I'/'mkyk^s^ = ?„^,hlq-iq)hk_^ + .|-kp.oxp(-— q p .  
( ^ ) " " "  ( n , : / n : ) =  L " - " '  ( - 2 2 _ )  ( p . 14)
/d rn ^
with f ’ X ) = (-l)^T^^PÜ(h + n_m)! IT
Idio ra t e of absorption is obtained by
V M q , n , k ^ , s   !> 0 , m , k  + q , s )  = ( 2 7 T / n  ) ( C ~ l i q ^ / 2  A^po) ) -
X
F (--- 7—— )^(fuo + E(n,k ,s) - F(m,k +([,s) (3 .13)nm d ' - ' f j  z z :
/he re
K (x) = e-*x"-^(ml/nl) [ h"-™(x)l ^nm L rn J
This f'unction is = 1 for n = m and = 0 for n ^  m, now if
we sum the ab sorpt ion rate over the initial and final
electron states:
\h'’ ( q ) = ( A V  '1 tT ^  ) \ A ( u , n , k , s  ^ 0 , n , k + q , s ) fn-m : J z ’ z n,k^,s
( 1 - f , )dkn ,k ^ ,+q,s z
w,- he re f , is the Fermi distribution function for tlien ,k^ , s
electron state of (n, k ^ , s). And finally tlie relaxation
rate of elec t ron-phonon interaction is given by
-1 - z : ( (I )n=m,s n
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Now, tlie absor}! t ion rate (3.13) can be calculated in detail 
in tbe following:
W( 1 ,ri, , s 0 ,n,k^ + (|,s) = ( dir/ii ) ( A^p qv )
^ (iiqv + E ( n , k^ , s ) -E ( n , k^ + q , s ) ) ( 3 . l6 )
If we substitute for energies from equation (3»9) section 
5.2 in the de Itaf uric t i ons we get:
U = ■  ^ ^ (fiqv - ff'T
2m*
frqk.
rn * (5. 17)
Since the delta function is an even function the above 
result can be simplified as
or
ivh ere
k
V rn s
y 2 V in
^ Ï (km z #)
w = 7T C"
3 r ?A^pv fi
!i
il
( 3 . 1 8 )
(5. 19)
By summing over the initial and final state of the electrons 
the relaxation rate becomes
■t-l \ ,s ( I - A,- )dk
IV
k^+q,s z
i^ liicli is
-08-
-1
n
’  I l
_1L
( 1 - f , )
n,—
riui Ffjrmi distribution function is defined bv
^u,k = l/'foMJ
z
ho re
,s " '-F -
r 1 -k-
^
n + 2 "2 Y S ) f l  CO
i t h
Y =
spin splitting: Sii B
i.und uu level splitting "fico^ U(o^
substitutin.tr for each parameter vve ge t
Y - -0.12
fo calculate the relaxation rate (5 .20) eacdi Fermi 
function in the summation mus t he determined as
(5.20)
(5 .2 1 )
(5.22)
(5.23)
f m * V
n d
= l/( exp|^ - ^ )'^+( n+J+iYs )fio)^ -Fp / kT^>+l) (5.24)
A similar expression can bo derived for (l-f * ) andm V a
n, +2 'S
substitution of these in (5 .20) determines the final 
relaxation rate of e1cctron-phonon scattering in a magnetic 
field.
-  1 C m
 ^ 47rpfi""A.“v n,s
i/(exp
m*v- 2 2_2
- 4 ^) + ( n+ ^ + iYs )fiw
. " 8m*v" " <
-%F / k T > + l exp
-tn’v- 2, 2 2
(— + —— -— —  + ( n+ 2 + } Y s )fiCJ_ -F
8 m  * V '
c F
- m V
/kTr/(exp p ■ o
8m*v-
/kTj + 1)
(5 .25 )
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fiq
N’liero X = — — — , m * is the electron effective mass and v k 1 s
is the velocity of sound for longitudinal mole since only 
the longi t uriina L phonon mode is scattered by electrons 
in eacli Landau level.
3 . 4 Me/isureme n t s .md fxperi mental fesults of Tlie rmal
C o n d u c t i v i t y  i n  Alagn e t i c f i e l d
flag ne tot he rma t conductivity measurements of four 
n-type inrlium antimonide samples wais made in tlie temperature 
range of (l,2 - 2K). The experimental procedure was 
explained in section 3*8 , and the only point which has to 
be mentioned here is t lia t in orrler to reduce the noise 
level in the output signal, of the lock-in-amplifier the 
time constant and sweeping time was increased to an 
op t I mum value which permitted a very stable eimbi e nt 
temperature and an output signal which did not lag behind 
the magnetic field. The variations of the thermal 
conductivity with magne tic field at various fixed temper­
ature is plotter] for tlie n-type samples in figures (32-34). 
Th.e data obt iined for sample d (see fig. (32)) w'ith low 
donor concentration s ho wed no change in thermal 
conductivity due to magnetic field. This confirms the 
basic assurnption that the effect observed in the loped 
samples is correlated with th.e concentration of n-type 
impurities and is due to the electron-phonon interaction.
No oscillations are observed in sample C. This sample 
ha.s a concentratiorL  ^  ^ ^ ^bat the
extreme quantum limit with the electrons occupying the 
lowest Landau level, is reached with a field as low as
- 90-
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Figure 32.Magnetic field dependence of thermal 
conductivity of sample B and C with 
donor coneentration3 n=l.0^x10  ^^ and 
n=4.4x10 " cm" respectively at 1.28 K.
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iO kO. I 1ere is however a small decrease in thermal 
conductivity of aljout Ü . 3'.v as the field is increased to 
0 k(i. dut as the impunity c o nc e n t ra t i o n is increased tlie 
efCoct of tlie magnetic fielfi is enhancerl, and the tl'ennal 
conductivity of samples I) and 10 oscillate with the 
magnetic field. The periods of the oscillation are similar 
to thiose of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. However, 
the cvmplitude of the oscillations are small and the 
max imum change of the t lie rmal conductivity at 4ü kG for 
sample I) is just 1%.
5.5 -Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillation in More Heavily Doped
S a m p l e s
There is a ''lirect correspondence between magneto- 
thermal resistivity oscillation and the S hub nikov-de Haas 
oscillation of magne toresis tance of heavily doped samples. 
However the cause of these t vo effects is quite di f f e re nt. 
The Shubnikov-de Haas effect is one of a series of 
similar effects wliich. includes th.e de Haas - va n A Ip he n effect 
in which the magnetic susceptibility oscillates with 
field.
The density of states oscillate in t he applied magnetic 
field (I’ig. (35))^*^ due to the quantization of electron 
motion. There is an abrupt change of the density of states 
at each Landau level. For a degenerate semiconductor 
tl'.e electrical resistivity is deter'nined by the scattering 
of electrons vi t h energy close to the Fermi energy, and 
when the Landau levels cross the Fermi level there is a 
sudden change in electron scattering due to th.e change in 
tlie density of states at Fermi level. Consequently there
— 94—
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Figure 35.Density of states in the presence of a 
magnetic field.The zero field case is also shoivn, 
(From reference 50)
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is (in oscillation in the resistivity vhic 11 is the 
6 liiih n iko v-de Haas e T c t . h I < e oscillation occurs ac c or ri i ng 
t o
l/fi = ( Jerc/îicA ) ( n + a) (5 .2 7 )
'.vhere A is the area of th.e cross section of the Fermi
s])here in the mornenturn space an i the effect of spin h.as
h e (3 n neglected. In a longitudinal magnetic field the
4 9oscillating part of the resistivity is sliown to be 
P-P tiu 1. -2-nTk T
ïïîn'h y Gos(Y;i)exp( ^ ----) -sin(F + 0 ) (5 -28)
^o I  ^ c
2
where y = ^ = fi/irkt and F = (5 .2 9 )
c “
is the fre'piency of the oscillation. is called tlie
Dingle temperature and y is defineri in expression (5.21).
riie amplitude of tlie oscillation depends on thermal 
broadening t hroug)i the term y and at low temperature where 
y 1 then y/sinh y —  1 and the amplitude of the oscillation 
become i ndepenlent of tie temperature.
Measurements of rna gne t o-r e s i t anc e of a specimen 
siinilar to sample D revealed oscillation ; it h period 
i den t Ic al to that o h s e r v e d in magne t o -1 h.e rina 1 resistivity. 
The ampliturle of the oscillation in tliese t ./o measurements 
is {uite different as expected, and also the oscillation 
of magne torosis tancG sho /ed a monotonie change whicli was 
not present for tie magneto-thermal resistivity.
Figure (5 6 ) compares tie types of oscillations.
5.6 /Analysis of the Result
The oscillatory magne t o -1 her rna 1 resistance effect 
observed in InSb have been treated ac cor'ling to theory
-96-
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Figu.re 36.Loiigitu iinal inagnetore^iiatance of 
sample D with donor concentration 
n=3.3xlO^^ cm"' at 2.9 K.
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e i v ' O î i  i n  s o c r ,  i o a  9 - 3 *  S i n c e  1 1 1 i  . s  o s c i l L a t i o n  i n  t l i e r . n a L  
c  i )  I l  ! n  c  t  i  V  i  t  y  i s  j u s t  d u e  t o  t l i o  . s c . u t t o r i n g  o f  p l t o n o n s  b y  
r.* L » j  c  < - r a n  s  i n  ! i  f  f  e  r  ( M  1 1  l , . u i  l a u  I e  v e  1  s  t  b e  a r n p  l i t  n d e  o f  t h e  
o s e  i  1  l a  t  i o n  d e p t ^ n l . s  I  i  r  e  c  t  i  o n  t l - e  s t r o i j r r t h  o f  t h i s  
i n t ( ; r a c t i o n  f  o  r  e a c h  s a m p l e .  T h e  a m p J . i t n d e  o f  t h e  
o s c i l l a t i o n  a l s o  d e ] i e  n d s  o n  v l i i c b  L a n d a u  l e v e l  i s  c r o s s i n g  
t h e  F e r m i  l e v e l .  I ' ' i g u r e  ( 3 7  )  s l i o v v s  a  p l o t  o f  t h e  l / i 3 
v a l u e s  f o r  m a x i m u m  a n d  m i u i n i u m  v a l u e s  o f  t h e r m a l  r e s i s t i v i t y  
o f  s a m p l e  U  v e  r  s  u s  i n t e g e r s  v h i c h  i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  o f  
e l c ' c t r i c a l  r e s i s t i v i t y  m e a s u r e d  a t  2 K .
In order to include tie relaxation rate (3 .23) in
the thermal con !uc t i vi tv integral,values of t  ^ , uere ^ e-pli
calculated se;-arat"ly to check ^letter the oscillatory 
effect .V a s s i gn i f'i c t a t or not, and to do so th.e calculation
of t h.e allov'ed phonon wav'evector vas re juirerl. Flee tron 
transitions occur only in the same Landau level by
.absorption of a {jlonon , i 11 certain wave vec tor q in the 
vicinity of the i'ermii 1 eve 1 , sni th.e electron system is 
t r a a s j) cire n t f\)r the rest of the phonon spectrum. Figure 
( 38 J i L Ins t ra tes the alio .evi phonon A a v e v e c t o r for electron 
transition in nth Landau level :
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Figure 37-Inverse magnetic field for maxima and 
minima of magnetothermal conductivity 
versus integers.
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nth level
Figure 38. Allov.ed phonon wavevectoro for electron 
transition in nth Landau-level.
n /  . x\
'>1 <'• <  '2 (5 .30)
n■•vhere 4  ^ represents a phonon absorbed by an electron which 
is excited from A, below the Fermi level to 3 close to the 
Fermi level and 4" to excitation from C, at tlie Fermi 
level to D.
ri'icn the Folio v i ny assumption is made:
c°
n
F :m + ( n + 4 ) fico
fTk'
then cLm (5 .31)
IF the origin is transFerred to O' tie coordinates of 
point A and 13 with respect to energy and wavevector axis 
are :
-100
A(K, k - ( ^ ) ^  /lip - tü") (3 .3 2 )
, ..ri . n frk""hocaijse r.., -F ‘^ 1 - 2 nr
U(ii, k) = (lip, + kp) (5.33)
4'^  may be obt lined as :
A = >V  ^ / <  - H  (5.34)
I I
In.g f.O)” =
n .
and finally is determined from .second order e jua tion
(3.33) as:
n ,, n im*
h  " -''F - —  ""s
s n b s t l t n t i n g  f o r  k|î f r o m  ( 3 . 3 1 )
' /  = [ n -  -   ^ ^ f)
using the coordinate of points C and I) and following 
tl'e same procedure as above can be obtained:
C d Ç  , - w p
(3.3''>)
'Xii^ + w ; ,  +
then
u" = [‘V  - (n + ])t,(jJ n + (5.37)
In cidlition to t b<^ condition (3 *30) the 23)10 non wavevector 
must sitisfy tl.e folio win,g requirement:
q r -   ^ ( 5 . 3 « )
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4^^ is slowly varying ,itlt li, hut 4 ^ and decrease rajiidly
v’i til i nc r e as i n g B as tlie hot tom of the n-tli Landau level 
apjiroaches tlie Fermi level, \s the Fi e Id strength is 
changed, tlie range of q) ho non vavevector s.itis Tying equation 
(5 .30) also changes, but such phonons can be always found 
in the broal 11 <e rma 1 phonon s[3ectrum. However, satisfying 
equation ( 3 . 3 w ) e xq3 lains why absorption is strong only 
for small ranges of the fielrl strength and is nearly zero 
for other fields despite the fact that a broad phonon 
sj3ectrum is present. Thus , at fields such that 4^^ 4^^,
the two reiqu iranien ts (3 -30) and (3 -38) cannot be satisfied, 
and so no phonon is absorbed. As the field increases and 
becomes sucli 11, a t 4^^ "\'^cr d ^ 1 only phonons wdiose wave - 
vector satisfies 4^ q <^<q^^ are absorbed. Ivhen the field
increases more ( 4 decreases ) , the range of q satisfying
this ine4uality increases. \t fields which 11 ow 
4^ <(^ 4^^, all the qohonons satisfying (3-30) are absorbed. 
Finally wdien the field increase'] so that the bottom of the 
Landau level coincides . i t h the Fermi level, the total 
absorjition suddenly decreases, and this process goes on 
for each Landau level. Using exjirossion ( 3 - -3 ) to 
calculate f ^ ^ ^ a t  T = 1.298K and also neglecting spin
figure (39) was obtained for sample D wliich represents the 
variation of el ectron-qihonon scattering rate for each Landau 
level /it), magnetic field. In order to compare tlie 
strength of tliis interaction witli tlie otlier scattering 
mechanisms, all are q31o 11 e d against the phonon fre 4uency 
U in figure (^ lO) wliicli reveals tliat electron-plionon 
scattering in only predominant in a very short interval 
of plionon spectrum and the interaction is stronger when
-102-
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Figure 39"Magnetic field dependence of electron-phonon 
scattering relaxation rate for each Landau- 
1 c* V G1 of £ amp 10 D at 1.3 K .
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Figure 40.Frequency dependence of rela::ation rate 
for boundary,icotope and electron scat­
tering of phonons for each Landau-level 
of sample D at I.3 K.
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t he Laa'Iau .level iuvoiveil . i th p ho tion .scattering i s d e ep e r .
Th.us tlie best .va y t o observe the oscillation of t he rma 1
c o 11'I n c t i vi t y is t o na in t ai n the ambient temperature of the
sample in a range tliat ( he : ,os t proliable pliorion.s h.ave a
-  1
t're jnency s'here 't ^  ^^ is effective. Th.is temperature for
sample 1) was O.fOK whiich was not attainable by the sy.stein 
nsefi. However the oscillation could be observed up to 2K 
b(i cause of tie liroafl thermal spectrum. but when the 
temp'^rature increased the amp li tude of the oscillation 
decreased because the r-iost proba'a 1 e phonons moved to hig her 
f r e p 1 e u c y ,
I'in^lly the effect of equation (5 »2n) was examined 
by a iding it to tl e total relaxation time of the tl.ermal 
conductivity integral, .diich was split into different parts 
according to and q'] for eacli Magne tic field as in the
fo 11 o .V i ng
, , r ' l e X d x
(t‘  ^ + t ‘b ( e ’' - n "
I 2
4a 4.
4 X r 4 X
X e d X  ____  ^ I X e d x
( t ^  + t _ ^ + t  ^ )(e^ - l)“ J (t +t ^  ) ( e'^  - 1 )l b  I c-pli ' ' ' l b  I
4i 42
1 >
4 X
X e d x
■n
I'lguro (4l) shows tlio calculated thermal conductivity for 
sanij)le L> versus magnetic field.
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Th(j calculated value has lie en deducad assuming only one 
Landau-1 ev el at a t ir.ie is r esponsihl e for the electron- 
j^honon scattering, i’hjs is justified by the condition 
3- 3 >^- comparison of f igur e ( 4 1 ) w j th the e>qD ei’ini ental 
f'csults shown in figure (33) shows that there is good 
agreement between the period and amplitude of the osci­
llations. Tlie si I ape of the oscillations however, are not 
the same and this may be due to various factors. For 
example the density of states in a magnetic field is 
ideally as:
Ihe singul ari ti e s given by^  this for inula when the Fermi 
level passes through each Lanuau-level are broadened by 
the jiresence of an impuiity I'and which merges with con­
duction band . Tie absorption of phonons by electi'ons in 
this impurity band ho5 been neglected due to lack of 
information about the impurity band.
-io6-
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Cli \ H r.CR fS
riie ri i<i L Cf.) !if 111 c (: i V i t V of p-ln.Sh in Ma,(^netic
^ . 1 1 It t: rofliic t ion
Measuronents of tlie :na,^ ne t o t lie r/nal c o n 1 nc t i vi t y of 
two (le dope 1 p-type iniium antimonide specimen liave been 
made in the temperature range 1,2 to^K and in magnetic 
fields up to 'j 0 hG .
As merit ioried before the acceptor ground state in 
p-lriGb is similar to that of Si or Ge which is four fold 
degenerate, and splits into the two Kramers doublets.
The effect of the magne tic fiel I on tie acceptor ground 
state is to split it into four single states. Since the 
first excited state is far above the ground state, the 
t herma1 phonons in the heat current can only be scattered 
through transitions wi thin t lie '{uartet. When the degeneracy 
of the grounrl state is removed by a magnetic fiel'i, the 
conductivity should first fall as the level splittings 
become compara!) le to the lominant pho non energies ( 3 . 8k T ) 
and t he n rise rapidly .vh.eri d o  splittings become kT.
The thermal conductivity of sample F (with acceptor 
concentration 2.8 x 10 cm ) in a magnetic field decreased 
with increase of the magnetic field up to 3 8 kG and then 
approached a minimum at 'l 0 kG. Since this was the liighest 
field attainable th.e expected rapid rise of thermal 
conductivity could not lie obtained. The observed magnetic 
field depen-lence of the conduction is considered to be due to 
the linear /eeman effect. This /ill i)e discussed in detail 
in future sections.
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8  .  2  A c c e p t  o r  ( i r o n  n d  S  t  a  t  e  s
y ' a V '3 f u n c t i o n s  f o r  s l i a l l o c '  a c c e p t o r  s t a t e s  h a v e
b o ' o i  ! )  r  i  e  f  i  y  o x p l a i n e f l  i n  s a c t i < n i  3 .  f e r e  t h e y  w i l l  b e
t  r a  t e d  i n  m o r e  d e t a i l .  i d  e  s j i i n - o r b i t  i n t e r a c t i o n  s p l i t s
( d . o  v < i i o n c o - b  m l  e l y e  i n t o  a  < p i  i  r  t  e  t  a n d  a  d o u b l e t
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  t o t a l  a n g u l a r  i n o i n e n t u m  J  =  w  a n d  ^
s  t  i  t e s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  I d i e  e n v e  t o p e s  1 ' (  r  )  i n  t l i e  ' / a v e
f u n c t i o n s  i .11 c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  e  x ;  l a  n d  i  n  g  i n  s p h e r i c a l
3  1  5  2
l a r i n o n i c s  (  0  ,  0) ’  “  ,  a n d  o n l y  o d d  L  o r  o n l y  o v e n  L
t e r m s  c o n t r i b u t e  s  i i n u  1 1  a n e o u s  l y  s i n c e  t i e  e f f e c t i v e  m a s s  
h a m  i 1 t o n i a n  i s  e v e n  u n d e r  i n v e r s i o n ^ ^ ,  s o :
j -  (  r  )  =  7 ”  f ' '  (  r  )  Y ;  (Q, 0) ( 8 . 1 )
Z —  L m  L  ' Î Î
L ,  m
I d ' o  a c c e  p t o r  g r o u n d  s t a t e  w a v e  f u n c t i o n s  c a r e  l a r g e l y  s  -  l i k e  
a r i d  i n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e  e v e n  a n g u l a r  m o m e n t u m  e x p a n s i o n  
s h o u l / l  b e  u s e d  ( i . e .  L  -  0  i n r  1 L  =  2 )  f o r  s  a n d  ' 1 - l i k e  p a r t s ,  
i t  i s  c l e a r  f r o n  e q u a t i o n  ( b . l )  t l a t  i f  t h e  s u m  i s  t r u n c a t e d
a f t e r  L  =  2  t  l o r e  a r e  s i x  i  n d  p e n  d e n t  e n v e l o p . e s ,  o n e  s  - l i k e
f o r  L  -  Ü  a n  1 r n  =  Ü ,  a n d  f i v e  i - l i l v e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  L  =  2
a n d  m  =  2 ,  1 ,  0 ,  - 1 ,  - 2 .  T h e  w a v e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e
a  c  c  r  p  t  o  r  g r o u n d  s t a t e  q u a r t e t  ( J  =  ^ )  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  
m a g n e t i c  q u a n t u m  n u m b e r s  =  J ,  a ,  - v ,  -  a  a r e  o f  p a r t i c u l a r
i n t e r e s t .  I d i e  s  e  c a n  b e  c o n s t i ' u c t c  I  f r o m  i i r o  l u c t s  o f  t h e  
s  a n d  d  -  1  i k e  e n v e l o j i e s  a n d  t i e  b a s e s  0  ^  (  r  )  i n  (  5  .  1 1  )  .  F o r  
e a c  h  M j  t h e s e  p r o d u c t s  c a n  h e  a r r a n g e d  t o  f o r m  s i x  
i n d e p e n d e n t  f u n c t i o n s ,  0 ^ ,  e . i c h  o f  t h e m  s a t i s f i e s  t  h e  c o r r e c t  
s y m m e t r y  ( / ^ ^  )  o f  t  l i e  s t a t e s .  S u v n i k i  e t  a l  h a v e
' l e r i v e d  t h e s e  f u n c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  a x i s  o f  ( p i a n t i z a t i o n  a l o n g  
i n  t h . e  b a s e s  o f  (  )  f o r  G e  < n i d  S i .  T h e
—10 9~
C O  r r o  s j ) o r i ' l  i n g  f  11 n c  t  i  o  i i s  ( o r  t l , e  a x i s  o f  q u a n t i z a t i o n  a l o n g  
1 1 1 J  l a v e  b e e n  l e r i v e d  b y  F j e l d L y  e t  a l ^ ^  a n d  a r e  g i v e n  
i n  t  / l b  l e  1 1 1 ,
f  b e  r / i i i a l  p , a  r  t  s  a r e  c  i  v  e  n  b v
( r )  =  ( 4 / r  ^ ) -  e x p  ( - r / r ^ )  s - 1  i k e
I k  (  r  )  =  ( H / i p r ^ j ^ r ' "  e x p  ( - r / r ^ )  d - l i k e
w h e r e  r  ^  a n d  r   ^ / i r e  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  I l o l i r  r a d i i .  T l i e n  t h e  
w a v e  f u n c t i o T i s  o f  t  l i e  a c c e p t o r  g r o u n d  s t a t e  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  
i n  t h e  f o r m
f- r : C . 0  .
i = 0  ^  ^
w h e r e  t h e  c ^ ' s  a r e  t h e  a r q i l i t u l e  f a c t o r s .  C h a l l i s  e t  a l  
l i a  v e  c a l c u l a t e d  a p p r o x i m a t e  w a v e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  a c c e p t o r  
s t a t e s  i n  t h e  ^ 1 1 0  J  d i r e c t i o n .
h o w e v e r ,  a  c o m p l e t e l y  d i f f e r e n t  a p p r o a c  h  f o r  
c a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  s h a l l o w  / i c c " ' p t o r  s t a t e s  i n  s e m i c o n d u c t o r s
5?
h a v e  b e e n  m a d e  b y  B a l i e r e s c h i  e t  a l  .  I n  t h e  m o d e l  u s e d
b y  i i a l d e r o s c h i  t h e  s t r o n g  s i m i l a r i t y  b e t w e e n  i m p u r i t y
c e n t r e s  a n d  a t o m i c  a n d  n u c l e / i r  s y s t e m s  i s  u s e d .  I n  f a c t ,
t h e  i m p u r i t y  c e n t r e  i s  d e s c r i b e d  a s  a  p a r t i c l e  w i t h
e f f e c t i v e  m a s s ,  s p i n  a  n d  c h a r g e  w h i c h  i s  b o u n d  t o  t h e
i m p u r i t y  s i t e  1 1  t r o u g h  a  s c r e e n e d  C o u l o m b  p o t e n t i a l .  T h e
a c c e p t o r  H a m i l t o n i a n  i n  t h e  s p i n - o r b i t  c o u p l i n g  l i m i t ,  a s
w 9
w r i t t e n  b y  L u t t i n g e r  ,  i s
P “  Y o  o o ) a -J o
" = ( k  + + p p ;  + p p p  -
O O
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TAHLK III
J r  ”1
Tlic functions 0^ for axis of quanLization along 111 ,
witli c orro s porifi i n i; rarJial functions
''J 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 [(ad ia 1 Parts
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
03 a/4 
i/TaV'j 
0 
0 
0
a'/2/'2
0
-a/2/7
0
a*/'I 
ia */4
-ia/4
-a/4
0
a •/2/7 
0
-a/2/2
0
0
0
-i/3a/4 
/7a*/4 
0
/ T
r
i b // b 
c / / b  
-i/2/3c* 
0 
0 
0
C-/3
-2b/3
-c/3
b/3/2
c /3/7
-i/7c*/3
i/7c/3
-c */3/2
-b'/3/3
C / 3
2 b ‘/3
-c/3
0
0
0
1/ 2 / 3c 
-c•//7 
-ib'//7
A T
V 4 IT ^2
0
-a/'i/3
ia*/3/T
-a//?
- ia • //(7 
0
-a'/2/7
0
-a/2/7 
0 
a/4 
- i a * / 4
ia/4
a'/4
0
a */2/7 
0
a/2/7
0
ia// b 
a* //7 
-ia/4/3 
a*/4/T 
0
A T  b'*-'
v 4 ti: ^2
-h//T) 
-c/3/^ 
-il/'jC */3 
-2c/3/T 
4ic V3/3" 
0
- C / 3
0
-c/3
h//7
c/3/2
i/7c */3
- i/2c/3 
- C / 3 / 2
- b V / 7
c / 3
0
c/3
0
-4ic/3/T 
2c '/3/T 
1/7/3c/3 
C / 3 / 7  
b V / b
A T
V 4îT ^2
0 -/7c */3 ic/3 -i/2/3“b*
2c /3/T 0 2 C / 3 -i/Ic/3
/'j
ic*/3/T -/2c/3 0 - / Y c / 3 /T- R_(r)
/2/3c/3 0 /2c*/3 -ic/3/3 \/4â ^2
i/Tc V 3 -2c/3 0 -2c */3/T
1/2 / 3b - i C / 3 /7c/3 0
a = - (2i//3) - (x“ + y“ )/i b = XV + yz + zx
and c = i l^xy - (x + y ) /2 J + ]z( x - y)/I
— 1 1 1 "
in
3,-
X y
J " t- F i^  " "j J + P  P  ' J J
X y V % y % Z X Z X. - L_ -
) - (8.2)
. ' l i e u  t  n  r  m s  1  i  i l e  u  r  i n  i *  n  r  e  n e  g i e c  t e d  i ' o r  z  i  n c  -  b  l e  n d  
c r x ' s L . i l s .  I.e r e  i d  J  -  (  w i h  +  e a ) / 2 ,  i r i ^ ^  j s  t l i e  f r e e  e l e c t r o n
- • m s s ,  e  i s  t l < f ;  I i  o  | r . c  t r i e  c o n s t  i n t ,  J i s  t l ' i O  a n g u l a r
n m i ' e n t u i n  o ' p e r  a t o r  f a r  a  p a r t  i c  I e  .  I t i  s p i n  ^  a n d  P  i s  t h e  
l i o l e  I  I  n e a r  t n o - n e n t n m  o p e  r  < i  t  o  r  .  T l  i e  1 i . a i n i  1 1  o n i a n  ( 8 . 2 )  
f i e s c r i h e s  a  p a r t i c l e  . i t l i  s p i n  i n  a  C o u l o m h  p o t e n t i a l ,  
i t  i s  c o n v e n i e n t  t o  . . r i t e  ( 8 . 2 )  i n  s u c h  a  . w a y  t h a t  b e s i d e s  
I ' . w i l l " ;  c u b i c  s y m n e t r y ,  i t  i s  a l s o  s p  1 e  r ' i  c  a 1  L  y  i  n  v a  r  i  - i n  t  .
Y
am e r 
o
f )in 11 q  lo.'n L q q . - I
y 111 
15
\
( b .
q q 0 q  q
( 2 ) ( 2 )
. l i e r e  t i ; e  t  e  n  s  o r  o p e  r . i  t o r s  2  a n d  J  a r e  s e c o n d  r a n k
4 q
i r r e . l u c i b l e  c o i r  p o n e  n  ( .  s . v  i  1 1 . q =  - 2 ,  - 1 ,  (), 1 ,  2. l i e n e e
n n e a r  s e t  o f '  p a r . o n e  t o r s  f ' o r  t h e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  
■ I C C t o r  1 1  o r  i  !, t  o  n  i  a  n  is l e s c r i b ' - d  t o g e t h e r  i .  t  h  y ^ a s :
11 = (8Y^ + 3Y^)/5Y^
• h i c h  g i v e s  th.e s t r i - ig t h o f  t le s p h e r i c a l  s i n - o r b i  t 
i :i t e I'ac t i o  , oi Î
'b = <Y, - Y_,)/y
■ l.icl' m e a s n r o s  tl e c u b i c  c o n  t r i b n  t i o n .
In i n i i u i i i  . i n t i  n o  n i . d o  £ = 1 7 - 9 1 Y| = 3 .5 - 0 8 ,  y., = 1 5 - 8 8
a n d  y  ^  =  l 8 . q i ^ ^ ' ^ ~ .  F i n a l l y  i i a y m o n > l ^ ^ ^  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  t  h e
i  n V O  r s  i o n  a s y m m e t r y  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  s h a l l o w  a c c e p t o r
- 1 1 2 -
s t . - i l n s  i n  i  n o ! )  p  f e  s  n  t .  e f l  t l i e  ; ; a v n  f u n c t - i o n  fl  a s
L r n
i.liero oc , L PI a r e  b a s i s  fuucl.ion o f  t h e  ^ ^ * r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
a
.liicli is  c o m p u t e d  f r o m  y !'\ id le f u n c t i o n  f ?  a r eh Lm
^Lm = (6.5)
. 1 lere it is a t)o 1 ynopiiai i n r .
JL rn
b  .  3  I d  l e  . S t r a i n  I ‘ a : n  i  1 1  o n  i  a  n
8 5
I ' V o r n  s y n r n e t r y  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  l i a s e g a u u a  c o n s t r u c t e c i  
a  s t r a i n  H a m i l t o n i a n  f o r  f l i e  s i x  s t a t e  v a l e n c e  b a n d  e d g e  
i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  a u ' ^ n  1  a r  o n e r  i t o r  L .
1)^
s  t  r a i n
 ( e -t e re ) + 2i) Ff^ -  ^f  ) e rC.ik"! +1) F( L L  + L  L ). d X X y y zz u x ' xx J u'[_ x y y z
e + C . P ."1 ( 6 , 8 )
x \ J
V
wl.ere i) , , I) a n d  IJ , a r e  tlie v a l e n c e  b a n d  d e f o r m a t i o n
d u u '
p o t e n t  ia 1 c o n s t a n t s .  is t h e  a - c o m p o n e n t  o f  tlie a n g u l a r
m n m n n t u " !  o p r a t o r ( CX = x , y  a n d  z ) . C . H .  d e n o t e s  c y c l i c  
p e r m u t a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n d i c e s  x , v  a n d  z. e _ a r e  t h e  s t r a i n
ag
c o m p o n e n  t  s  d e f i n e d  as
e. .^p = }  “  “  ( r . , 7 )
8 o r  oc = p
s d i e r o  i s  1 1  e  p c  c o m p o n e n  t  o f  t l ’ e  d i s p l a c e m e n t  v e c t o r .  T l i e
f i r s t  t e r m  i n  i C q .  ( 8 . 6 )  g i v e s  t h e  s h i f t  o f  t h e  c e n t r e  o f
g r a v i t y  o f  t l f ^  v a l e n c e  b a n d  e d g e  a n d  s i n c e  i t  d o e s  n o t  
c o n t r i b u t e  t o  t h e  s p l i t t i n g ,  i t  i s  d i s r e g a r d e d .  T h e  s t r a i  
h . i " i  i  1 1  o  n  i  a n  b . o  c : v n  b e  u s e d  t o  f i n d  t h e  e n e r g y  s p l i t  i
n
.n
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tlie acc'iptor rounrl s trite ([uartot, atirl also describes the 
oscillating strain fine to the phonons and the resulting 
acceptor lio I e - 1 a t t i c e i n torac t ion . These effects
.Vre [Uires the calculation of matrix elements of II
strain
usine; the ivave functions in the ( ) bases. This can
be carriof] out by r epr e se n t i n,y the strain 1 iarnil tonian by
a 6 X G matrix on the same bases. Since there are no spin
operators in II  ^ , it can be written in the block formstrain
as :
IIVstrain
"strain
0
0
II
(6.8)
with the 3 x 3 blocks defined by the representation.
(X - 1, 2 , 3 are the three axes of a right handed cartesian
coordinate system, vi t h the axis of piantization along
a = 3.
0 1 0 0 - i o'
1^ = 1 0 1 "2 = i 0 - i
0 1 0 0 i 0
—
1 0 0 0 0
"3 =
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 -1 0 0 2
(6 .9 )
i-'or j^ OOlJ , a = I , 2 , 3 are s imply the thre e components
L , L and L of hq. (6 ,b) respectively. In the case ofX y z
z'-axis in the lirection the choice of perpendicular
- 1 1  -
a x e s ,  X '  a n d  y '  i s  i m m a t e r i a l ,  b u t  a  c o n v e n i e n t  s e t  o f
< I  i  r ' ( i  c  t  i  ( )  n  i s  | 1 1 0  | f o r  x '  a n d  0 0  1  f o r  y  '  .  L  ,  L  a n d  L  
L J X y  z
i n  ( b . b )  s h o u I d  b e  d e c o m p o s e  1 a l o n g  t h e  n e w  c o o r d i n a t e  
a x e s ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o
"x ■ /2 ^"x' * "z O
"y = 72 (-"x' " " z O (6.10)
-I,
Str>in Hamiltonian (6 ,0 ) can be written in terms of J-
operators acting only on t He four iiloch states defined by
J = This form is obt.lined bv pro iecting hT, . into
-  ^ s t r a i n
J space, wdiile simultaneously relegating all information 
about the d-lil:e parts of tlie envelopes to a set of 
rleforrnation potential parameters I)^  and L)^  ^ respectively 
in i'h[. (6,6) (superscript "a ' stands for acceptor). Thus
only the s-like part of the wave functions are considered 
explicitly, and the projected portion of the Hamiltonian 
is vrit ten as :
H^ . =strain u (J J +J J )e +C.P X y y X xy ](6.11)
For oscillating strain like those profluced by phonons the
do f o rma t ion potential parameters and 1)^ , are in generalu u '
5 kfrequency (dependent . Hut these parameters are normally 
referred to as the deformation potential constants for tlie 
acceptor ground state. The connection between the static
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13^  ^ ari'i , a n d  t h e  h a n d  cadge d e f o r  tiia t i o 11 p o t e n t i a l  c o n s  t a n t s
a n d  1)^ ,^ c a n  h e  o b t a i n e ' l  b y  c o m p a r  1 n g  t h e  m a t r i x  e l e m e n t s
<’ f h . ( d j. (6.11)) a n d  11'^ . ( d |. (6.6)) in the
s t r a i n  s t r a j. n
stat. Lc str.iin l i m i t .  I lam i 1 1, o n i a n (6 . 1 1 ) c a n  b e  exp a n d e r i  
in ter.’Ms ol t h e  n o r m a l  p h o n o n  m o d e  s . H u t  f i r s t  t he 
d i s  p lac e m e n  t v e c t o r s  (J o f  lO q . ( h-. 7 ) liave to e x p a n d e d  i n
t e r m s  o f  the v-'i h r a t i o n a  1 m o d e s  o f  the c r y s t a l  t h e n  t h e  
s t r a i n  coi'iponeuts v o u l d  be s u b s t i t u t e f i  i n  t h e  s t r a i n
3 3H a m i l t o n i a n .  A s t a ndarri p r o c e d u r e  l e a d s  to
r 11
2M0)_
if-'
0: iq.r e a C.C
It (jt
(6. 12)
vector,
W_ , the angular frequency, aj_ the creation operator and 
qt qt
a  the annihilation operator, and all are for accoustical
'It _
p 1)0 no US of branch t u 111 : wave vector . C.C means complex
conjugate and ;i is the mass of the crystal. Using (6.12) 
.iiid ( a . 7 ) the strain compone nts can he easily derived as:
'aa
il
2 MC0
qt
a + C
qt
.0^
[ r, 1 ■ z : '
2 MC0_
qt qt
i( i a qn )e'^ '^ "‘ a +C.C.
—  (3 —a qt qt qt
( 6 . 1 3 )
In expression (^i.l3) it is assumed that tlie linear long 
wavelength limit of tlie phonon dispersion is valid which 
is a goorl approximation for the tliermal phonon-frequency 
range considered liero. I'he strain acting on the impurity
-il6-
sito, will sjjlit: the quartet into two Kramers doublets,
I'he ofrect of t lie si rain may be considered as a static 
jie r t u r ba t i o n poteul. ial acting w'ithin the ground state if 
the magnitude of the valence Ijaud edge splitting is 
sinall compared to the ionization energy of the acceptors.
The expansion of (h.ii) in tlie normal vibrational mode 
will be carried out in appendix 2,
6, 'i Zeeman fffect of Acceptor Ground State
The Zeeman effect of the shallow acceptors in semi­
conductors has ’aeon investigated theoretically and 
experimentally ^ . Most of the work has been done
on acceptor states in germanium and silicon. The theoretical 
worlv on this probleiM has been mostly devoted to perturbation 
calculation based on the effective-mass approximation to 
obt.iin explicit g-values and intensities of t lie Zeeman
65
comp(3uents of the optical spectra using four-component 
wave functions of tie Kolin-5c heclit er type^^'^', and 
considering only the linear Zeernan effect. However, a group - 
tlieare t ic-il treatment based only on symmetry consideration 
has proved to be caiuible of explaining the experimental 
results. I'or calculating the relative intensities of the 
Zeeman cornt>onents t he procedure is based on the rrethod
6 9
develojied bv Hodrigues, Fislier and Barra for stress- 
induced components.
The application of a magnetic field B introduces new 
terms in the 1lami1 tonian of the acceptor holes. These 
additional terms constitute the Zeeman Hamiltonian
-2'"Urs (6 .14)
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w  I l e  r  e  ] 1 .  ^ i s  t h e  B o l i r  m a g n e  t o  i i ,  i n  t i e  f r e e  e l e c t r o n  l e a s s ,
r  t i e  j ) o s i t i o ! )  o ] i e r . i t o r  o f  t h . ;  I i o l e s ,  L  a n d  s  a r ' o  t h e  o r h  i t  a
I’ld ti.e s p i n  a n g u l a r  m o m e  u t a in u n i t s  o f  , r e s  p e c  t i v e  1 v .
h l i e  m o s t  g e n e r a l  h o  r m  o f  t l i e  I  l a m  i  1  t o  n i  a n  m a t r i x  f o r  a  f~',,' ( >
l e v i ' l  c a n  b e  e x ( j r e s s e d  i n  t o r ' r i s  o h  t h e  w i n g u  1  a r  m o m e n t u m  
o p e * r a t o r  J  a s
" / e e . n a n  = +
•) J 0 9 9 ,)
j X X  y y z z (6 .15)
where tlie parartieters g j , g,j , q^, q,^  and q^ depend on the
unperturhefJ wave I'unctions of the acceptor ground state 
level. The angular momentum 'matrices are given in (A .1), 
.»nd t lie c ompon e u t s of B refers to the cubic axes x, y, and
z of tlie crystal. Let the orientation of B be given by
the j3olar angle P and the azimuth.al angle CX . Th.at is,
B = Bn w i t h
n - sinpcosa,
n = s i uBs i ucc
y
n = cos B z ^
T h e n  t h e  11
Z e e m a n
necoiiies
(6.16)
I / =11.;Zeeman "^ B g ', ( n . J ) a g-( n J ^ + n J^ + n J ^ ) ^ i 2 X X V V z z B +
) a a o
+q^(n^J"-n"J-+n-J^)3 X X  V  V  z z (6 .17)
For an arbitrary direction of the magnetic field, Bq. (6 .17) 
is not necessarily diagonal in the J = ^ space. hhe 
energies of the /^eeman s ub le ve Is can be oht.ained by
-Ii8-
d i iigoria Liz i tig the 1 iaini 1 1 o ii i an matrix (6.17)» But the 
eigeii functions ire no longer fi e i i tied by the states of 
J = ^ . when tlie iiagnet. jc f i 1 1 is applied in the 1
fl.irection, tlie Zeetaan 1 :am i 1 to n i.in in the t r ans f • irtne d basis 
becomes
11Z e e in a n ^B d^ + ( L / ^ J  ) ( J  'SB,'I, '1 3y V'a'îi B u S
X (il - JM ] " } (6.18)
By using t r.ans format ion matrix (A. 2 ) and proper unitary
t r a n s fo rma t io n to diagonalize the 11' the energies ofZeeman
the Zeeman sub levels can be derived as 62
+ s^)i b :
1 - 8 ) + lis.
(6.19)
where and
\  = [ [ (  ’’ + ' b J  i  [ « 2  * t S j j  J ) -  + 7 ^ ( 3  - 2 S j i i ) ' ^ i  ( 6 . 2 0 )
The allowed transition between the levels ^ ^  and
are numbered 1, 2, 3 and i respectively. Using (6 .19)
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1 I M3.se t r a I Ks J. t Lo ri e tier ,g 1 c s in the 1(3 | l i r e c t i o n  are 
(h; L e r It L mad a.s
''0 2  = u 's j "  -  A  ' ' “T  + t ' l
>io
13
(6.21)
''n = iS:%2" { ‘A  - (— Î- +
s.,
i'he magnetic field de pe nd e n c e of the energy splitting h ,
can hfj calculated hy using tie resonance field and
h pa.s . (6,2 i) •viiicli include four par ame t e r s g j , g^, (j ^ and
q^. lio sever , if only linear Zt'eriian effect i s considered
li'3re(i.e, q, = I» = 0) the num he r of parameters rmluces 
— 3
t o only g ^ and g \ . .According to the tin or y of the 
ofi'ective iTias.s ap pro'< i ma t i on the ground .state of the 
shallow acceptors in the cubic semiconiluc tors is split 
due to the initial local fields. The splittings are induced 
by tlie static fields .vliicli break the te trahedral symmetry 
at 111 e acoptor site. In the absence of the external fields, 
the splitting may be caused by th.e initial local stresses 
wliLch are brought about by the randomly distributed 
c r V s t a 1 impe rfec t io US and the dislocations as well as weak 
correlations imong tlie acceptor impuri t ies^^. this initial
splitting should lie considered in calculation of th.e 
energy levels.
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6.5 /Vnalysis of tlm Ma g ne tot he rma 1 Conductivity of p-InSb
Results of the reduc e<( thermal conductivity (K/lv^)
of sa III] I io F ( N ^ - d. 8 '| X 1(3^^  cm  ^) is presented in
figure (42 ). As one exjiects th.e thermal conductivity
decreases vhen tlio magnetic field is increased, and also
"d I e n the t empe r a Lure is raise 1 t he effect of the field on
thermal conductivity diminishes. The average distance
b e t /e e n the impurities for th.is sample (d 8a*) satisfies
tl.e need to heep d ^  a* to avoid overlap between neigh-
bour i ng accep tor.s so the i rnymri ties are considered to be
isolaterl and t he theory explained in sections 6.4 is
ap() 1 ic ah le in tliis case. The g-factors g ^ and g
in VO I ved in e piations (6.21 ) rire not the conventional
Zeeman g-factors g -, and g ^ whicli are the splitting
''i 2
coefficients of the grounfi state energy levels. g^ j is 
defined by:
"Mj " ^ (6.22)
Hence to fiirl g i and g ^ in 110 direction, equations (6.21)
à ~2
and (6.22) is used as in the f ollowing
/he re A = A = A^ or simply only the first order terms
are taken into account. gi can be found in the same way
2
as (6.23) a ml the simplified expressions are given as
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Figure ^2.Magnetic field dependence of thermal
conductivity of sample F with acceptor
concentration p=2 .84x10 
several temperatures
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/  ' 1 7  ' x 2  2 7  .
+ irSj) + 774*2
K, = 2 I .s- 27 a8^2' " ^ 4-2 “ - + A S p y
All ostirnation of tlieso g-factors can he made hy using 
ap [iro X iina t e resonance field and 1 s o tlie energy of the 
dominant phonons (i.e. Aii = f<Ci) = 3-8kT)^^’ As
mentioned in section (6.1) a clear minimum of magnetotherma1 
conductivity could not be obtained. However, from tlie data 
at the lose s t L c‘inpe ra t nr e , the position of the minimum 
con L i he guessed and the following values are estimated
Sj = 0.3%
and consequently
g 1 = 0.63
and g ^ = -0.1
and g 2 = 0.69
2
The error can he as large as th.e estimated values. Tliese 
g-valnes have been calculate I by many authors for Ge find 
Si^'^’ .V variety of values is obtained according to
the choice of the effective mass wave functions and the 
valence band parameters. iiut 11.ese values are in sharp 
contrast with the exjieriment al results obt ai ned by Challis
14 69et al and Tolvumoto . Ho vever , direct experimental
or tlie ore tical determination of these g-factors for indium 
an t i mo ni de lia ve not been made and the .v orh on optical 
spectra firn) the analysis of these presumably would be 
exceedingly complicated anyvay. Since there has not been 
a source of comqiarison for the g-factors for indium 
ant imonide the clioice of above vfilues is questionable.
The results of samqile G ( N ^ = 2 . 4 x 10^^ cm  ^)
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i s  g  i  v e i l  i n  i ' i  g .  ( 4 3  ) •  C o i n p a r i s n  o f  t : l i e  d a t a  o u t a i i i e ^ ^ l
f o r  s  U ’ i p l o  I ' a n d  G  ] - e v e a l s  t l  i t  t l i e  e f f f i c t  o f  t l i e  m a g n e t i c
I j  e  1 I  d e c r e a s e s  . . i o n  t i e  c a r r i e r  c  o  n c  e  n  t  i ' a  t  i o  n  i s  i n c r e a s e d .
ill i s c a n  be d U e  to tlie o v e r  laj) o f  ti e i . m p n r i t y  b a n d  ( I d )
(; f sa'npLr; G vit); the vala;nc(i iianl (Vi3). i'lie s e p a r a t i o n
o f  t l i e  i m n n r i t i e s  i n  t h i s  s a ' i i j i l e  ( d  ^  a ” )  s l i i c l  i s  a  c l e a r
of
i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t i e :  m e r g i n g  I d  w i t l  t l . e  V d 3 ,  a n d  s o  a t  l o ’. v
• M a g n e t i c  f i e l d  t i e  h o l e - p l i o n o n  i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  d u e  t o  t l i e
f r e e  c h a r g e  c a r r i e r s .  T o  c l i e c k  o n  t l i i s  t h e  m a g n e  t o r e  s i s  t a n c e  
o f  t h i s  s a m p  1 e  v a s  m e a s u r e d  ( s e e  i ’ i g u r e  ( 4 4  ) )  a n d  t  l i e  s a m e
l i e  h a  v i  o u r  a s  n a g  n e  t  o  t  h e  r m a  1  r e s i s t a n c e  i - . e a s  o b s e r v e d .  b o
i t  i s  c o n c l u d e d  t h a t  d u e  t c >  t h e  l i i i g f i  i m p u r i t y  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  
t d ' f ‘  I ’ o  1  e  -  p  I  : o  n o  n  i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  s c r e e n e d  d u e  t o  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  
(  d  d  e x q t l a i n e l  i n  s e c t i o n 4 o l  f o r  z e r o  f i e l d
t  l i e  r m a  1  c o n d u c t i v i t y  a n d  s i n c e  o n l y  t l i i s  i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  
a f f e c t e d  ' a y  t h . e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  t l i e  e f f e c t  i n  s a m p l e  G  i s  
l e s s  t h a n  t l u i t  o f  s  a m p l e  F.
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Conclusion
It has been shown that despite some initial diffi- 
cuLt ies, the thermal conduc tivi. ty measurements at liquid 
helium temperature could be performed automatically by 
me cl us of a microprocessor based control system providing 
higher accuracy and quicker data collection than previous­
ly possible . Tlie results obtained for both n and p-type 
indium antimonide single crystals using this system have 
been analysed by the standard theory of thermal conduc- 
tl'/Lty,and agreed with previous measurements.
In measurements of the thermal conductivity of n-type 
ixidium an Limoni d e in a magnetic field the quantum oscil­
lation of the phonon absorption by electrons was explained 
qualitatively by an electron-phonon interaction Hamilto­
nian. Illis oscillation is ascribed to a narrow band of 
frequencies within the phonon spectrun which are highly 
ahsorbed liy the electrons. The band is bounded by q^ and 
q,^  such that both are less than q^^^ Tliese frequencies 
are independent of temperature. However, the amplitude 
of thecsci11ations depend on the temperature being lar­
gest when q^ aiid q^ art near the maximum of the phonon 
spectrum. The oscillatory absorption is associated mainly 
by the intra Landau level transitions. The period is in 
close agreement with the de Haas - Shubnikov period. Tlie 
calculated K determined without any adjustable parameter 
except those used to derive the zero field thermal con­
ductivity has an oscillation amplitude comparable with
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tlio measured oscillations, but the calculated curves have 
abrupt changes ivhicdi are not present in. the measured - 
osc 1 I la Lions . Exac:t cot r«d aticai betw een theory given here 
and e:q>ei'im(-n t can not be eX]) ec td because only one intra 
Lauflau 1 ev e 1 transition has been considered and tlie - 
likely distortion of the density of states by impurity 
level has be(ri ignoretl. Spot calculation on inter Landau- 
love transitions inrlicate such transitions probably have 
negligible effect, however the effect of impurity levels 
blurring the shape at button of the Landau - level is 
no t known, but may well be the cause of smoothing the 
o s c: i 11 a t i on s .
Tin' magne to th f'rmal conductivity in p - InSb has been 
e \p 1 a in ed by the rir.st order Zecmiari splitting of the four 
folfl degenerate acceptor states, similar to that of p-type 
silicon ( i.. e. an initial decrease in thermal conductivity 
with incrpse of the magnetic field and the exhibition 
of a broad minimum) . From an estimate of the position 
of the minimum of the th eiinal conductivity for InSb Zeeman 
g - factors have been estimated. Tlie minimum appear to 
occur at a higher magnetic field than is observed in 
silicon because the g - factors for indium antimonide is 
less than that for silicon. An interesting observation 
is the effect of the magnetic field on thermal conducti­
vity of more heavily doped sample was less than the effect 
obscj'vcîd j n lightly doped sample . Tlii s is i nt erpret ed 
as the charge carrier system reacts as a plasma to low-
128-
rr([Uon.cy phonon, nn d the ic suiting screening decreases 
tlio p]iono;i - charge cnri'ic^r interaction in more heavily 
do[)<‘d sa up les. Ilovsevtu', extension of the investigation 
in Viigher magnetic field for p - InSb would be interes­
ting .
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APPEXDIX 1
Th o r o I I owing prog ramitio has been developed to be loaded on 
Keitlxley- System one for autonritic ineasurefn ents of the thermal 
conductivity. 111 m a i n  feature of this programme according to 
tli(? f 1 o A cha r t given in sec. 3 is that the cirnbient temperature 
of the system is kept constant for the complete measurements 
of each parameter. All the calculations involved are carried 
out and then the required data such as temperature difference 
across the sample, heat gradient, ambient temperature and the 
thermal conductivity are printed.
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OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
FLAG
4 
1 
3
OUT
1
Choose slot 2
Output Control 
Byt e
Revers C.C.l 
Output Data Byte
Output Control 
Byte
Revers C.C.2 
Output Data Byte
Output Control 
Byte
Revers sample 
Heater current
Choose channel 3
Choose mostsen- 
sitive range 
on DVM
-133-
D EC I MAL
STEP
0057
8
9
0 100
1
2
3
4 
3
r,
7
8 
9
01 10
1
2
3
4
3
G
7
8
9
0120
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
003
103
003
107
126
067
033
066
020
1 66
111
011 
110
012 
176
066 
072 
12 1
067 
110 
002 
001 
000 
113 
012 
121
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
3
OUT
3
WAIT
JU
IND/SYMB
IND/SYMB
C O M M E N T S
to
9
to
IND/SYMB
R°
t()()
IND/SYMB
iO
2 
1
0
Wait for 3 sec- 
Juinp ( ) ( ) to
Reset Flag
Store final channel 
in pointer
Print a dot line
Subroutine R^ for 
averaging measured 
value on each 
channel
Add ten to pointer
too
-134-
DECIMAL
STEP
0123
6
7
8 
9
01 30 
1
6
7
8
9
0140
INSTRUCTION
CODE
067
013
021
111
002
024
002
020
120
067
060
111
012
111
022
003
126
02o
067 
0 47 
013
011
113
012
126
I N S T R U C T I O N
MNEMONIC
IND/SYMB
+
t( )
2
COMMENTS
t()()
IND/SYMB
PRINT
to 
to
3
JU
IND/SYMB
Divide the sum by- 
half
Store in. main data 
register for 
printing
Print the average 
value
If all the scan­
ned channels are 
averaged check 
for the next 
decision.
Add nine to 
pointer
JU If averaging is 
not finished 
continue
-136-
DECIMAL
S T E P
Ü 1 8 
9
013U
1
6
7
8
9
0160
u
6
7
8 
9
0170
1
2
3
INSTRUCTION
COUE
067
072
066
047
176
Oil
111
021
011 
110
012 
022 
001 
000 
02o
126
020
067 
031 
022 
002 
000 
020
126
020
067
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
INU/SYM3
R°
IND/SYMB
COMMENTS
9
to
9
10
1
0
JU
IND/SYMB
0
JU
Print a dot line
Check if the 
first channel 
scanned is 1 
then go to sub. 
LG~ to calculate 
the temperature
IND/SYMB
)EC1NAL
STEP
INSTRUCTION
COUE
-137-
IN STRUCT ION 
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0174 031 LG“ ^
3 066 IND/SYMB Subroutine to 
calculate the re­
6 031 sistance of each 
thermometer
7 127 BR
8 067 IND/SYMB
9 032 F
0i80 120 '()() Store Rl in the 
main data regis-r
1 010 8 ter no. 84
2 004 4
3 001 1
4 177 Print identifier 
for thermometer 1
3 060 PRINT
6 127 BR
7 067 IND/SYMB
8 032 F
9 120 |()() Store R2 in the 
main data regis­
0190 010 8 ter no. 83
1 003 5
2 002 2
3 177 Print identifier 
for thermometer 2
4 060 PRINT
3 010 8
6 111 to
7 022 -
8 003 3
9 126 JU If calculation and
print of the value 
for thermometer R1 
and R2 get heater 
current
-138-
DEC[MAL
STEP
0200
1
3
6
7
8
9
02 10 
1
5
6
7
8
9
0220
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
021
067
062
121
001
010
023
121
001
Oil
023
014
003
020
000
120
010
006
066
062
037
066
023
105
001
003
110
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
IND/SYMB
RESET
T()()
1
8
X
î ( ) ( )
1
9
X
EXP
3
PRINT
i()()
8 
6
IND/SYMB
RESET
RESUME
IND/SYMB
OUT
1
3
U  )
Multiply
Get heater vol­
tage
Calculate the 
heat current in 
sampler heater
Store in main 
data storage 86
End of the sub­
routine scan
Subroutine to 
choose channel 
and range
-139-
DKCIM.VL
STEP
0227
8
9
0230
1
9
6
7
8
9
0240
1
2
3
4 
3 
6
8
9
0250
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
006
012
000 
000 
003 
110 
010 
066 
070 
111
006 
103 
002 
107 
001 
106 
110
007 
111 
010 
022 
111 
007 
045 
020
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0
0
3
10
8
IND/SYMB
SIN
to
6
OUT
2
WAIT
1
READ
]()
7
to
8
to
7
X
Choose most sen­
sitive range on 
DVM
Wait 2 sec.
Read the voltage 
from the DVM
Check on the 
range
If over ranging 
go to change 
range
-140-
DECIMAL
STEP
0252
5
6
7
0
9
0 2 6 0
1
6
7
8 
9
0270
1
o
3
4
5
6
INSTRUCTION
CODE
126
022
067
050
004
107
001
1 0 6
0 5 7
066 
0 5 0  
001 
113 
006 
001 
000 
110 
0 2 3  
010 
126
067
070
0 6 6
0 5 2
001
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
JU
IND/SYMB
LG
4
OUT
1
READ
RESUME
IND/SYMB
LG
1
+
6
1
0
1 0
X
8
JU
IND/SYMB
SIN
IND/SYMB
F
1
COMMENTS
Read the final 
value on DVM
Go back to 
branch point
Add 1 to scratch 
pad 6
Increment the 
range
End of subrou­
tine range and 
channel
Subroutine 2FUN 
to calculate the 
resistance
-141-
DECIMAL
STEP
0277
8
9
0280
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0290
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0 3 0 0
1
2
3
INSTRUCTION
CODE
113 
0 1 2 
.121 
067 
110 
002 
001 
113 
012 
12 1 
067 
024 
111 
002 
023
014
003
020
057
066 
022 
030 
110 
006 
121
067 
110
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
T()()
IND/SYMB
i O
• 2 
1
?()()
IND/SYMB
î( )
2
X
EXP
3
RESUME
IND/SYMB
LG
10
6
f()()
IND/SYMB
U )
Get the voltage
Get the current
End of the sub­
routine 2FUN
Subroutine to 
calculate the 
temp erature
Calculate In R 3
Get coeficients
A.
1
-1 'j2-
DECIMAL INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION COMMENTS
STEP CODE MNEMONIC
0304 00] ]
5 066 IND/SYMB Get the loop to
calculate surn
6 117 DE.SET
7 111 to
8 0 0 ] 1
9 111 to Get (In R)i*
0310 023 X
1 006 6
2 110 i ( )
• 3 010  8
4 111 t( )
3 012 .. Decrease pointer
by 1
6 132
7 110 i O
8 012
9 121 |()() Calculate
A.(inR)^ + A _ 
0320 067 IND/SYMB in the loop
1 111 |( )
2 021 +
3 010 8
4 110 [{)
3 001 1
6 111 j() Subtract 2 from
pointer
7 012
8 111 t()
9 022
DECIMAL
STEP
-143-
INS TRU C TION INS TRUC TION 
CODE MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0 3 3 0 0 0 2 2
1 126 JU
2 0 2 1 +
3 0 6 7 IND/SYMB
4 117 DE.SET
5 111 to Get In T
6 Oil j
7 0 5 1
Xe Calculate T
8 03 7 RESUME Go to branch
Stop 0 3 ' ! 2 to 0 3 0 9 the output handler for
point 
interface model
7 8 0 1 - 1 72 2 is stored (See Kiêthl^y instruction manual).
03 10 ocr; IND/SYMB Subroutine to
1 0 3 1
Xe
calculate R3 and 
subsequently the
2 0 0 3 3
t ernp era tur e
3
4
177
127 D R Branch to subrou
s 06 7 IND/SYMB
tine 2FUN
6 0 5 2 F
332 ICEX
0 0 6 0 PRINT Print R3 in olnns
9 110 io
0 3 2 0 0 0 3 3
1 004 4
2 0 0 0 0
3 110 io
4 0 0 2 0
14 h-
DECTM.U. INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION COMMENTS
S I E P CO D E MN EMONIC
0 5 2 3 004 4
C 010 8
7 1 10  i()
8 012
9 178 P}' 111 b a dot line
0310 1 11 to
1 003 3
2 127 UR Branch to ;;uhrou-
tin e - to c alcu-
3 0 6 7 IND/SYMB It»to temperature
4 02 2
3 0(»1 PRINT A Print the answer
0 1 7 Print a dot line
7 001 1
8 00 1 1
9  - IM |( ) Add 11 to scratch
p a d  n o .  9  c ’^ n d  s t o
03 Io 021 + re in tiie pointer
1 O i l  9
2 110 li)
3 012
4 126 JTJ Jornp to s'jUrouti-
3 0 6 7 IND/SYMB
ne
6 031
7 066 IND/SYMB Subroutine l/x to
reverse the cur-
8 031 l/x rent in thermome-
t er.3
9 266 LDIX
DECIMAL
STEP
0330
1
8
9
03UÜ
1
2
3
4
(
8
9
0570
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
202
314 
270 
I2O
315
003
107
001
106 
1 10 
003 
260 
202
314 
20 1 
123
315 
003
107
001 
loO 
111 
022
003
02 4 
0 0 2
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
3
WAIT
1
READ
40
3
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
3
WAIT
1
READ
to
Reverse the cur­
rent in RI and R2
Wait 3 seconds
Read the voltage
Store in scratch 
pad no. 5
Get slot no.
Reverse the cur­
rent in R3
W alt 3 sec on d s
Read the voltage
-1 46-
DECIMAL
STEP
0376
1 
8
9
0380
1
2
9
0390
6
7
8 
9
0600
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
020 
1 10 
003 
037
066
030
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
001 
1 10 
o i l  
1 10
0 1 2 
004
001 
000 
110 
00 4 
006 
110 
003 
110 
003 
127 
067 
071
266
i( )
3
RESUME
IND/SYMB
HALT
1
io
9
a  )
4 
1
0
to
I)
6 
l( )
3
I  )
5
BR
IND/SYMB
S.in“^
LDIX
End of subrou ti­
ne l/x
Start of the tn a in. 
progra;n (i.e. sub­
routine )
St.irt frori cflan­
nel one
Store channel se­
lector in scratch 
pad no. 4
Choose channel 6 
as the last one 
to scan ir the 
first round
Branch to subroi 
tine scan (i.e. 
s i n ' h
Cet slot no.
DECIMAL
STEP
0602
3
h
7
8 
9
0610
3
6
7
8 
9
0620
1
d,
3
4
3
6
7
8 
9
INSTRUCTION
CODE
202
314
266
063
313 
111 
000 
127
067
063
276
202
314 
266 
062 
313
003 
110 
011 
110 
012
004 
001 
000 
110 
00 4 
011 
110
INSTRUCT]ON
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
tn
0
BR
IND/SYMB
CLEAR
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
3
|()
9
t( )
1
0
t o
4
9
1 0
Output a control 
byt e
Load the latch of 
sample heater
Branch to subrou­
tine "CL"
Output cont:~c>l 
byte
Tu rn s c anp ]. e h e a ■ 
tar on
Store channel 3 
in s c r a t ch p a i 9 
and pointer
1A8-
DECIMAL INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION COMMENTS
STEP CODE MNEMONIC
0630 003 3
1 110 j o
2 005 5
3 003 5 Wait 3 seconds
4 107 WAIT
3 127 BR Bj'anch to sab -
routine scan
G 067 IND/SYMB
7 071 Si.i“ ^
3 266 LDIX
9 202 Get slot n o .2
0640 314 OPCB
1 266 LDIX
2 061 Turn the sample
heater off
3 315 OPDB
4 003 3
3 007 7
6 110 to
7 012
0 004 4 Get the coeffi­
cients of Rl
9 Oil 9
0630 110 j( )
1 002 2
2 121 |()() Get Rl from main
data register 84
3 010 8
4 00 4 4
-1 49-
nFCTM:\L
STEP
06:3
G
7
8 
9
ü6Go
1
G
7
8 
9
0670
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
127 
OG7 
022 
034 
121 
023 
010 
0 0  4 
110 
003 
003 
007 
110 
012
003 
000 
110 
002 
121 
010
0 0 4
127
067
021
111
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
BR
IND/SYMB
l/x
too
X
COMMENTS
to
3 
5
7
to
5
0
t o
2
too
8
4 
BR
IND/SYMB
■h
to
Branch to subrou 
tine - to ca].cu • 
lute T Tor Rl
Store 5 / in poin­
ter
Store 30 in sera 
tch pad no. 2
Get main date', re­
gister no. 84
Branch to subrou 
tine to cal­
culate the slop 
of thermometers
130-
DEC! M/J. 
S T K P
INSTRUCTION
CODE
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
OCPO 023 X
1 003 3
2 1 2: G 4 0 0
3 01 0 0
4 000 0
3 006 6
6 006 6
7 1 10 |()
8 012 •
9 003 3
0790 010 3
1 1 10 ii)
0 002 2
3 121 t()f)
4 0 10 8
3 005 3
6 127 BR
7 067 i n d /s y :
8 022 -
3 034 1/x
0700 121 T()()
1 023 X
2 010 8
3 003 3
4 110 1 0
3 003 3
Store 66 in poin­
ter
Store 58 in scra­
tch pad no, 2
Get R 2
Branch to subrou­
tine
DEC I MM. 
STEP
INSTRUCTION
CODE
-131-
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0706 006 6
7 006 6 Store 60 in the 
pointer
8 1 10 |()
9 012 -
0710 003 5
1 Oil 9
2 110 to
3 002 2
h 121 î()() Get the coeffi­
cients for R 2
5 010 8
6 003 5
7 127 BR Branch to subrou­
tine " + "
8 067 IND/SYMB
9 021 +
0720 111 t( )
1 023 X
003 V
3 120 t()() Store slope of R2 
in main data re­
4 010 8 gister 81
5 001 1
6 023 X
7 121 t o o
8 001 1
9 005 5
0730 023 X Get main data re­
gister 15, to cal
1 026 ( culate alpha
- 1 3 2 -
DECIM.\L
STEP
0732
3
6
7
8 
9
0740
3
6
7
8
9
0730
1
2
3
4 
3 
6
INSTRUCTION
CODE
014
003 
024
026 
014 
005 
021 
121 
010
004
027 
027 
020 
1 10 
003 
121 
010
000 
023 
121
001 
003 
023
026
014
003
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
EXP
COMMENTS
(
EXP
3 
+
t o o
8
4 
)
)
to
3
t o o
8
0
X
t()()
1
3
X
(
EXP
3
Store alpha in 
scratch pad 3
Get Rl
Calculate beta
-13
DECIMAL
STEP
0738
9
0760
1
6
7
8 
9
0770
9
6
7
8 
9
0780
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
024
026 
014
005 
021 
121 
010 
003
027 
027 
021
1 1 I
003
024
002 
02 4 
014
006 
020 
043 
120 
010 
002 
266 
202 
314
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
(
EXP
5
+
f()()
8
3
)
)
+
t( )
EXP
6
X
t()()
8
2
LDIX
OPCB
Get R2
Calculate A
Store A in main 
data register 82
Get slot n o .2
Output control 
byte
)EC LMAL 
STEP
INSTRUCTION
COUE
-134-
i n s t r u c t i o n
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
078 4 266 LU I X
5 026 Load counter on 
auxiliary heater
6 313 OPDB
7 000 0
8 111 t o
9 021 ■f
0790 000 0
1 127 BR Branch to subrou­
tine "CL"
2 067 IND/SYMB
3 063 CLEAR
4 266 LDIX
3 202 Get slot no, 2
6 314 OPCB
7 266 LDIX
8 030 Select the coun­
ter on auxiliary
9 315 OPDB heater
O8OÜ 266 LDIX
1 202 Get slot no. 2
2 314 OPCB
3 266 LDIX
4 022 Turn the auxilia­
ry heater on
3 313 OPDB
6 004 4
7 001 1
8 006 6
9 127 BR Branch to subrou-
tine A" to choose 
the channel and 
the range
-133-
DECIMAL
STEP
0810
1
3
6
7
8 
9
0820
1
n
3
4
3
r>
7
8 
9
0830
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
067
023
Oil 
110 
004 
Oc 6 
116
127
067
034
121
022
001
006
126
022
067
060
111
003
022
121
001
006
022
121
010
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
IND/SYMB
A^
9
to
4
IND/SYMB
BR
IND/SYMB
l/x
t()()
1
6
JU
IND/SYMB 
PRINT X
t o
5
t()()
1
6
COMMENTS
Symnolic address
Branch to subrou­
tine l/x to rever­
se the current in 
R l , R2 and R 3
Routin to adjust 
the temperature
t()()
- 156-
d e c IjM AL INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION COMMENTS
S'l'EI' CODE MNEMONIC
0837 007 7 Check the error 
in temperature
8 020 =
9 126 JU
08 40 022 - If there is no 
error, go to ad­
1 067 IND/SYMB dress "PRINTA"
2 061 PRINT A
3 266 LDIX
4 202 Get slot no. 2
3 314 OPCB
6 266 LDIX
7 041 Counter u p (i .e. 
increase the tern
8 313 OPDB p erature)
9 126 JU Go to address
0830
1
067 
116
IND/SYMB
2 066 IND/SYMB Symbolic address 
"PRINTX"
3 060 PRINT X
4 266 LDIX
3 202 Get slot no. 2
6 314 OPCB
7 266 LDIX
8 042 Count douAvn (i.e. 
decrease heat)
9 315 OPDB
0860 126 JU Go to address
1
2
067
116
IND/SYMB
3 066 IND/SYMB Symbolic address
"PRINTX"
-137-
d e c i m a l
SI'EP
INSTRUCTION
CODE
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0864 0 61 PRINT A
3 266 LDIX
6 202 Get slot no. 2
7 314 OPCB Output control 
byte
8 266 LDIX
9 043 Advance divider
0870 313 OPDB Output data byte
1 127 BR Branch to subrou­
tine "l/x" to re­
2 067 IND/SYMB verse the current
3 034 l/x
4 121 too
3 022 -
6 001 1
7 006 6
8 022 -
9 121 too Check for tempe­
rature to be con­
0880 010 8 trolled to best 
stability
1 010 8
2 020 =
3 126 JU If control is ok 
then go to add
4 022 - dress TU
3 067 IND/SYMB
6 013
7 111 to
8 004 4
9 152 Increainent scra­
tch pad no. 4
)ECIMAL
STEP
INSTRUCTION
CODE
-138-
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
0890 110 U )
1 004 4
2 126 JU If temperature is 
checked go to ad­
3 021 + dress "PRINTA"
4 067 IND/SYMB
5 061 PRINT A
6 126 JU Go to address
7
8
067
116
IND/SYMB
9 066 IND/SYMB Symbolic address 71
0900 0 1 5 7T
1 0 0 2 2
2 001 1
3 110 H )
4 01 1 9
3 110 j o
(, 012 -
7 003 3
8 Oil 9
9 000 0 Store 390 in scra­
tch pad n o .4
0910 110 i o
1 004 4
2 002 2
3 0 0 7 7 Store 427 in scra­
tch pad no. 3
110 j (  )
- 1 3 9 -
DECIMVL
STEP
0913
6
7
8
9
0920
1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8 
9
0930
1
2
3
4
3
6
7
8 
9
INSTRUCTION
CODE
003
007
110
003
127
067
071
266
202
314
266
021
313
266
202
314 
266 
044
313
121
003
007
121
022
001
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
3
7
j O
BR
IND/SYMB
Sin-1
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
LDIX
OPCB
LDIX
OPDB
t oo
3
7
t oo
store 7 in scra­
tch pad no.5
Branch to subrou­
tine scan
Get slot n o .2
Turn auxiliary 
beater off
Get slot n o .2
Reset the divider
- 160-
d e c i m a l
STEP
094 0
5
6
7
8 
9
0930
1
4
3
6
7
8 
9
0960
1
2
3
4
3
6
INSTRUCTION
CODE
007
043
060
121
024
010
002
060 
034 
121 
023 
010 
006 
121 
023
Oil
000
061 
063
126
067
030
066
021
030
110
006
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
7 
X
PRINT X
t o o
8
2
PRINT X 
l/x
Too
X
8
6
f()()
X
9
0
PRINT A
ADV
JU
IND/SYMB
IND/SYMB
4-
In
1 0
6
COMMENTS
Calculate V
Print V
Calculate T
Print T in mK
Get the heat 
current
Get 1/A for the 
sample
Calculate and 
print thermal 
conductivity
Advance the paper
Go to the begin­
ning of the pro- 
grm.
Subroutine to cal 
culate R
—  16 I —
DECIMAL
STEP
0967
8
9
0970
3
4
3
6
7
8
9
0980
4
3
6
7
8 
9
0990
1
INSTRUCTION
CODE
010
110
004
121
067
111
023
004
110
001
0 G 6
024 
111 
001 
111 
0 2 3  
006 
110 
010 
001 
0 1 3
113
012
113
004
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
COMMENTS
i O
4
f()()
IND/SYMB
to
X
4
4 0
1
IND/SYMB
to
1
Î O
X
6
40
8
1
CH.SIGN
Symbolic address
It • I
Decreament pointer
Inc I'earn en t scratch 
pad no, 4
- 162-
DECIMAL
STEP
0992
3
k
3
6
7
8 
9
1000
1
6
7
8
9
1010
1
2
3
4
INSTRUCTION
CODE
121 
067 
111 
023 
004 
111 
021 
010 
1 10 
001 
111 
012 
111 
022 
002 
126 
021 
067
02 4 
111 
001 
034 
037
INSTRUCTION
MNEMONIC
too
IND/SYMB
to
X
4
to
+
8
COMMENTS
io
to
to
JU
+
IND/SYMB
to
1
l/x
RESUME
If the condition 
satisfies, go to 
subroutine" "
Go to branch print
“ 1.6 3 ~
APPEMJIX 2
Io carry out the expatisiori of the strain Hamiltonian
in (.eriMs o f  t h e  s t r a i n  c ot ino n e n t s , th e . m y u i a r  m o m e n t u m
operators J ( v. I) 
a
J. =_ 1
0 / I> 0 0 0 0 0
/ % 0 1 0
b  =
Ü -i 0
0 1 0 / %a 0 i 0 -i
/3
2
o 0 / % 0 0 Ü
‘S
0
(
" 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
J -  = 1 2
0 1 0 0
u u - i 0 1 u 0 1 0
0 0 Ü -3 0 0 0 1
a . 1)
m u s t  he d e c o m p o s e  1 of J , J a n d  J i n  a c o o r d i n a t e  svstern 
' X  y z
w i t h  OC = 3 a l o n g  - d i r e c t i o n ) .  Phe t r a n s f o r m a t i o n
••.air IX is o h  t l in e d V)y t w o  s u c c e s s i v e  r o t a t i o n s  a b o u t  th e  
z - a x i s  b y  TT,/i a n d  a b o u t  x, b v  71/J .
T =
Ü /2
J a
-/% 0 v/2
J 2
0 -1 0
{ A . 2 )
riieti for a riglA-hande 1 cartesian coordinate system, t he 
components of J are:
2 /I u 0 " 1 Ü 0
/Ï 1 I 0 -/2-)
2 -1 0
3 = —
11 1 - ])
/I
V
i/2 Ü -1 12
V 7
2
0 0 I/T2
3
"2 0 0
-/T
2
3
“2
O Ü 0
0
Ü
U 0 o
(A.3)
aii'i J " i.s tlio s a n e  a s  i n  ( \ . 1 } . 1 lam i 1 1 o n  i a n ( A ,  ll) c a n
h e  ,r i L i e n  a s  ;
z zz
J 3 )g J + \( )e +(j 3 +3 3 )e
V X X V  V z z V yz z x x z z x ( A. 3)
II was 'JerivG 1 by s vib s t i t n t i on ( i.3) in ( \.3 ) and is as 
in (a.5) overleaf.
As previously mr' n I i o nod ^ any strain of lower symmetry 
tlian tl'.e acceptor ,n;roun 1 .state vla^ n actinr on the impurity 
s if: e I. ill split tie tpnir t e t level into two Kraners doub let 
Mj - - 3/- and with the separation, A , %iven
by
s lie re are the wave functions. D-e na t r i x element will
conliin inteqr.i 1 s , ovei' all space, of pro Inc ts between the
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v'ar.ioiis s- .nid d-like ariyalar parts of the wave functioris, 
their radial, part s and the phase factor from t he
li.iii L I ( on ieiii ( v.p)» Id.eso intf;yt'<als are pij.to complicated 
an! involved. I :o vci ve r the essential i nf orma t ion can be 
o'ataiiKîd !)V talciny tl\e angular averatçe overall directions 
of 1 before loi ni; the s pa t ia 1 inteo^rals of the matrix 
elements. I'h.is corresponds to considering:
i'l.r sindqre  ^ ----- -—
qr
The spatial integrals involving t lie s-like part is 
nnalfectod bv the above substitution and luis the form
f = d^rH“ e^^'^ = (1 + (qr^/2)^)
rI e other integrals over a cross product bet wee n an s-like 
and a d - like par t are given by reference 'l 8. do wi t li tl.e 
axis of quantization ch.osen along the [lio] direction tl\e 
iiUitrix eleüieuts can be obtaineri by
i'lt)
<ll'Strain I"') = Ç J — ÿ;
^nn*vhere C a r e  referred to as coupling parameters, and 
nn' represent the states M = 3/2, }, -3/2.
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